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CHAPTER I
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INTRODUCTION
The diagnosis of' stupidity is f'reqm=mtly made,
Justly or unjustly by layman and physician alike.
Ideologies are f'ormed and wars f'ought between nlasses
and between nations on ideas of' superiority most of'
whinh imply a mental ascendency.

The question of'

intelligence permeates nearly all f'ields innluding
medinine in f'ull measure.

This and my personal an-

quaintan~e with the mentally retarded and the eugenin
problems associated with them has naused me to tnquire
as to the nauses f'or mental lank and in oartinular,
that range of' human intelligence whinh soniety does
not f'ully annept and yet ref'uses f'or the most part to
nare f'or, the moron.

The nause, behavior and oroblem

ot' these na turall y stupid individuals have undoubtedly
been a matter of' nonnern and ~ascination to many
oeoule mrer the nenturies and is today still an important problem.

The low of' intelligenne by nontrast

are f'lattering to our own mental abilities, provide us
with a malinious sort of' humor, add to our derogatory
vonabul ary and of'ten do worlt we would disdain, however,
the y nlutter up our educational system, drag upon the

~
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economin set up, prolif'erate beyond their ability to
na.re f'or, get in trouble with the law of' the land and
furnish physinians with a number of' problems.
A glan~at the f'lgures, Osborn ( 1 40) lndinates
that the number

of

morons ls from one to two per cent

of' the nopulation lndir.ating there are , using the nonservative one per nent , around 1,400,000 of' these
defer.tives, most of' whinh are f'ree in the population ,
in this nountry .

It has been estimated that there

are 660,000 nases of diabetes in the United States,
Nat'l Health Institute ( '35- ' 36).

So we see there

are over twine as many morons as diabetins.
To more ar.nurately delimit the moron problem a
preliminary definition of' mental def'icienny is in order.
From Kuhlmann ' ( 1 41), "Mental def'icienny is a mental
condition re-sul ting +'rom a subnormal rate o+' develoomant of' some or all mental f'unntions."

The f'eeble-

minded do not resemble necessarily the normal at
another age level ber.ause their development does not
parallel the norm a l even i+' age is neglented .

In

surveying the importanne of' this problem we nan divide
the disnussi~n into the physinian ' s relation t~ the
moron, the incidence and adjustment of' the moron and
eugenic and sonial aspects.

,..
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PHYSICIANS AND MOR'.:-iNS.

The physi~ian is brought

uo against this problem in twa manners_

First, as

a corn~linating ~eature in the hardl.ing of' abnormality
of' another part of' the individual.

Usually diagnosis

and treatment re quire the nooperation of' the natient and
in so f'ar as his intellentual abilities are de~ir.ient,
his response will be handir.anped of'ten t'.) an exasoerating
degree.

Ser.ondly, the dort'.)r is of'ten r.alled upon

sper.if'inally, f'or the mental retardation.

About one

out of' every f'if'ty lives thAt the general nrar.titioner
ush ers into the world and r.ares f'or thereaf'ter, will
be a mental def'er.tive.

The pediatrir.ian is of'ten

consulted by r.onr.erned parents.
al demands upon him will be,

11

Why is the nhild retard-

ed? 11, "Is this hereditary? 11 and
r.hild~en be def'er.tive?

11 •

Three of' the situation-

11

W111 any more of' our

His tre atme nt and orognosis

will be inf'luenzed. by his r.onr.ept of' etiology.

The

neuroosynhiatrist has the same problem as the pe di a trician and the requ est f'or establishing etiology when
the di a gnosis of' mental de~i~ien~y is made, f'or institutional nommittrnent either penal, edunationa.l or nustodial, and in understanding personality disorders ~omplinated by inade auat e mentality and as a medin al nonsultant ln the sonial wel~are ~1eld.

Tbe obstetri~lan

?

is undoubtedly vexed by these moronin narents who
indisnriminately beget babies to pl a gue his nights
and raise his taxes.
Schweitzer ( 1 41) sums up the rel a tion between
geneti~s and medinine when he writes, "We are thus
brought to the nonnlusion tha t in medinine, as _elsewhere, t he point at is s ue is not heredity or environment, but rat her

row

rnunh of' eanh.

'rhe relative im-

nortanne of genetin and extrinsin variables in the
p artinular disease ls a matter f'or inves t igation rather
tha n a p riori argument; and t h e ratio is sub .ier.t to
nhange or reversal, with innreasing knowle dge or with
nhang lng r.onditions.

However, at any given time,

that va riable will appear most important whlnh of'f'ers
the greatest impediment to the non t rol of' t he given
nond1t1on.
"This harmonious interrelatio nship between medicine and genetir.s is only beginning.

Up until now,

the physir.i a n has been no '-• t ent to i gn()re genetir.al
problems and the genetinist has be e n aloff from the
main r.urrents of' medical thou ght.

Conse quently, more

of'ten than no t , studies in medinal genetir. s suf'~ered
f'rom ina dequate rer.ognition o~ r.linir.al r.ons1derat1ons.
In addition, they were usually based on small mumbers

~
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and were not nontrolled for the environment fantors
whinh mi ght have contributed to the res ults."

Whinh

again emphasizes the importance of constitution ln
disease.
INCIDENCE AND ADJUSTME NT OF THE MO~ON.

To appre-

ci a te the impor t a nne · 0-P mental de,,.ent to the nation
1t ls necessary t o survey the innidenne and to evaluate
the behavior

o-P

Innidenne.

this group.
Raymond states \ 1 39) that naref'ul

surve y s show that at least two per nent

o-P

all nhildren

o-P school a ge a r e suff'lniently retarded in their in-

tellent ual development to need either instit u tional
care or spenial educational orovls i on in order to a chieve
the highest degree of' devel opment.

It was f'urther estim-

ated tha t the level of' intelligence of' aporoximately
f'iften p e r nent of t he total popul at ion o-P the United
States does not, and in all probab i lity, will not
exceed a mental a ge of 12 years, and. t hat two per cent
of the population is de-Pinitely feeble-minded.

Another

survey, Nat'l Resournes Committee ( 1 38 ), showed that
the most comprehensive data on mental def'entlve s are
those f'or draf'ted men in non.]unction with psy~hologinal
tests and psyr.hiatrin examinations.

According to t h ese

+'i gures the relative +'req_uen~y of' mental de+"er.t ma y be

....
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estimated at twelve per thousand males aged. eighteen
to thirty.

Be~ause of' the high death rates r.he.ranter-

1st1c of' the mentally def'ir.ient, the proportion of'
r.hildren who are so handir.aoped must be about two per
nent.

small oroportion only

A

0f'

the f'eeble-minded a~e

institutionalized, a total of' about 100,000 p o,rsons
in the r.ountry.

It should be added here that insof'ar

that the idiots and most of' the imber.iles r.annot r.are
f'or themselves a t all in soniety, it f'ol l ows that
nearly all of' the ~eeble-minded diagnoses made by the
Army were of' the moron level.
Adjustment
.
- -- - - ~ ~ - -

In regard to the adjustment o~ the

mentally def'inient, Baller ( 1 35) has a well nontrolled
study.

He t ook 206 subjer.ts whose r.linir.al examinations

indine.ted def'ini te subn0rmal mentality , who had had
one or mo~e years in "opportunity-room" nlasses, whose
IQ did not exneed 70 and whose a ge at the time of'

study was more than 21 and matnhed these with a c , ntrol
series as to sex, nationality and age (all were f'rom the
same sr.hool system) but whose IQs were f'rom 100 to 120.
The 1ntell1genr.e distributions were as f'ollows.

Number
Mean IQ
SD of' IQ

Sub-normal
Male
Female
126
80
60 .50
59.00
7.78
8.25

Control
Male
Female
126
80 ·
107.84
105.92
4.92
4.82

10

Summary o~ Baller's Findings
Subnormal
Relor. a tion o~ sub j ects
(All "break do1~n" per r.entages
are based on the ar.tual number
studied in that part1r.ular phas e)
Sub j er.ts 21 to 34 years old
Lonation at time o~ study
Der.eased
Feeble-minded instituions
Insane hospitals
State re~ormatory
County Ja.11
In Linr.oln, Nebr.
Out o~ Llnnoln, Nebr.
ean number o~ siblings

95.15%

7.14%
6.65
.51
.51
.51
59.18
26.50

Control
98.06% .

.99%

o.o
.50
o.o
0.0
54.95
43.56

3.72

3.18

4.39

13.05

2.87

2.57

In general the ~amily bar.kground
o~ the subnormal grouDS was in~erior to that o~ the r.ontrols.
Mean grade completed
(Edunational level)
S.D. o~ grade completed

Marit a l status
Per r.ent married
42.86
Per r.ent divorced
4.08
Av. no. r.hildren per mar~iage 1.32
Children per 100 sub j ents
56.60
Mean a ge at marriage
21.88
Condur.t rer.ords
(Per cent with more than minor law
breaking r.harges. Each agency reports its number in relation to the
tot a l number studied. May have
overlapning)
J uvenile Court
25.00%
Police Court
17.86
City and County Jail
9.18
Re~ormatory Commitment
8.16
Penitentiary
1.53

51~95
4.95
.84
46.14

23.46

3 .96%
6.43
1.43
1.43
0.0

Clinir.al s11ggestion o~ poorer r.0ntr0l o~ sex by subnormals.

~
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(Baller's Findings)
Subnormal
Employment
Unemployable
Employment totaling less
six months
Employment lasting six to
twelve months
Relatively permanent
employment
None o~ the oubnorrn ~ls were in
oro~essional, or businessmanagerial oositions and only
a ~ew reached skilled trades.

o.oo%,

9.03%
51.47

7.45

19.75

36.65

l'::i.75

55.90

Economic status
Con~ined in institutions
8.24%
Totally deoendent on relatives 8.24
Partially sel~ supporting
56.59
Wholly sel~ sup p orting
26.93
Per cent o~ total aided by
relie~ agencies

Control

.50%

o.o

15.08
84.42

38 .46%

15.58%

It is not to be presumed that the narrying ou t
o~ v alues to hundreths indicates great reliability
in the orediction o~ the per~ormance o~ another ~eebleminded group under similar circumstanr.es but rather
that this is simply a statistinal consequence when tabulated ~igures are converted to per centagea.
Adjustment.
IJslng the nriterla o~ being who l ly sel~ supporting
and records ~ree o~ breaches o~ the law or o~ violation o~ ancepted standards o~ ethics it was ~ound of
the subnormal that 21 per cent o~ the males and 29 oer
cent

0¥

the ~emales were well adjusted.

In trying to

,J
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determine the basis f'or this better adjustment it

was f'ound that age was no f'act~r, that the dif'f'eran~e
in IQ between the groups was only about f'our points
in f'avor of' the better adjusted group.

Of' the well

adjusted males 44 per r.ent were married as against
34 per r.ent of' the remainder; hardly a signif'ir.ant

di f'f'eranr.e.

Balle!' writes,

11

The only answer that seems

to be permissible in replying to the question regarding
the f'antors whinh <"'.onni tion the sur.r.ess of' mentally
subnormal men is thR.t , outside the t endenr.y +-or sur.cessf'ul a d j ustment to be assor.iated with an advantage
in measured intelligenr.e, no r.learly def'1ned relationships r.an be disr.overed between sper.ial traits or
inf'luenr.es and f'a.vorable ou.tr.omes.

That certain in-

dividuals have had more sunness in meeting the problems
of' sor.1al adjustment is evident, but beyond saying
that there exists in these r.ases r.ertain f'ortunate
r.ombinations of' many f'ar.tors in highly variable patterns,
it does not seem saf'e to go with the evidenne available.

11

In the f'emale groun two imnor tan t f'a r.tor f in adjus tment were f'ound; namely marriage, and training
and supervision in p e rs ::ma,l &-opearanr.e and domestir.
duties.

Of' the well adjusted, 90.5 perr.ent were married

..
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while only 50 ner r.ent ) " tre remainder were married.•
Of' the superior group 86 per r.ent had had domestir. and
or appearanr.e training while only 23 per r.ent of' the
remainder had sur.h training.

Obviously the entire

basis f'or the sur.r.ess of' these women cannot be based
on these two f'ar.tors f'or the very ar.r.ompllshment of'
marriage and training imnlies an adjustment better
than the exper.ted f'or this group ..

The best exuls.nation

appears to be that marriage and tralning developes
a basir.ally sound moron into a well adjusted individual.
It is unf'ortunate that Baller did not go into
the f'amily environment and r.hildhood history of' ear.h
o+' the subnormals in an ef'f'ort to pir.k up signif'ir.ant

f'ar.tors in the developmental stage that would inf'luenze
the ad j ustment o+' these people.

The outstanding weak-

ness in the whole study ls that while the subnormals
and r.ontrols were matr.hed f'or sex, nationality, age
and were f'rom the same r.ity and sr.hool system there was
no attempt to have r.omparable home bar.kgr.ounds +>or the
two groups so there results this admixture of' environmental dlf'f'eranr.es an d a more prer.ise d1f'f'erential
in intelligenr.e.

A survey of' the sub 1er.ts 1 f'am111es

showe d that the f'ath ers of' the r.ontrols had a distinr.t
higher mean on the ocr.upation ran ge than the f'athers

~
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of' the subnormals and that the f'amiliee

0¥

the nontrols

¥ere munh f'reer of' serious enon~mic straits , nharante r
deviations and law breaking than the parents of' the
subnormals.

From this it must be inf'erred that if' the

two test groups were under similar environments , the
dif'f'erennes betwe en the two would not be so great ,
however , no one is implying that a good environment
will make a normal person out of' a moron.
Baller in his review of' the literature po i n t r:
out a nonsiderable number of' results whinh have nonsiderable variation, however , with all the variables
and unnontrollables in this type of' measurement su~h
f'indings do not seem unreasonable .

Baller ' s work

f'its into the range of' these nonclusions and benause
of' his controls and methods , his nonnlusions are apoarently well f'ounded and represent a tyninal example of'

a moron group whinh provides bankgrouna. f'or a def'ini tion
and social evaluation

0¥

mental retardation .

Another study one by Palmer ( 1 41) is interesting
benause it gives all the mentally def'inient in an
isolated population, that of' Kauai Island in the
Hawaiian group.

There were 174 cases whinh were

divided as ~allows.
21.%
44.8
33.9

Idiots and Imbeciles
Morons
Borderline

15

About half' of' the group were +'rom 12 to 21 years
old with a +'ourth above and a f'ourth below t h is range.
Sex was equally divided.

Ranially they were of' Jc..p-

anese, Filipino, Portugese, Peurto Rinan, Hawaiian,
only two Caunasians and some misnellaneous.
f'ive were
dominanne.

0°

The +'lrst

a bout equal number with a Japanese oreThe -f'ind1ngs are as f'ollows.

Phy sir.al
26%

MaJor physinal def'er.ts; more +'requent among
the idio ts and imbeniles
14% Innompetent and need help in nhysir.al needs;
primarily the lowest mental grouos

Funntion
74°/c

Had or does attend sr.hool regularly

27%
25%
23%
1 8%,

Behavior problems
0-f' those over 12 years are gainf'ully employed
Minor r.rimes
Major nrimes
Crime more f'requent a mo ng the higher intelligent.
25 mothers had 99 nhildren

Family bankground
25% Of' f'amilies on relief
83%, Of' f'amilies with six r.h1ldren or more
33% Of' nases had de-f'er.tive or delinquent siblings
Car e and han ~a 1ng
10% Need institutionali~ation
47%, May need institutionaliz at ion
15% Will probably adjust satisf'antorily
(No mention is made of' the rema1nde- per nentage in the r.are and handling group. It 1s
probably expent ed t ha t the remainder w111
ad j ust poorly but ~ew will need institutionalization)

J

~

•
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To give some nonnrete examules of' moron f'unntion
some quotation

0¥

moro n answers f'ro rn Harris ( 1 44)

wh o tested 150 morons as snreened out by Navy entranne
exams and he gives these responses as representative.
"Who is President?"
year old Georgian.

"Gene Talmadge, 11 'fr om ni neteen
Who was President bef'ore Roosevelt

brings answers like Linnoln, Washington, Wils on .

The y

lank geogra.phinal in-format ion, not knowing where
London or Berl in is 'for example.

They have an inade-

quate number nonnept, usual l y under estimating grossly,
sunh thin gs as dis~ance and population.

To oroblems

lik.e, "If' lost in a -rorest h ow would you get out? 11 ,
they sue©s t, "Going b a r- k the way you name 11

,

or

11

Ask

a ooliceman",; or in what way are wood and alnohol
alike, an answer name that they both nan knonk y Ju out.
Doll ( 1 34) nharacterized the mentally def'in1ent by
writing, "The -feeble minded as a nlass are not aggressively ant1son1al, nor are they aggressively promisnuous in their sex relations.

On the nontrary,

the 'feeble-minded are passive and t1mid as a class.
Their ~uggestibility, their ingenuousness and their
lack of' -fore s ight make them easy vintims o~ sonial
cirnumstannes.

They do not seek unsocial lives.

Rathe r , their lives are made unsonial becau~ of' their

_.

~
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inability to cope with the dif'finulties of modern
so~ie.l li -fe.

11

From these representative studies it r.ertainly
nan be r.onr.luded that the moron is seriously handir.apped in meeting the normal demands of soniety, and
that nonsequently he benomes a problem to this same
society.
EUGENIC ASPECT.

In evaluating this nroblem it

benomes important to know what the natural trend of the
situation is and what therapeutin measures might be
expected to anr.omplish.

To determine whether mental

def'er.t is inr.reasing in number is dif'f'inult to ascertain.
There appears to be an important causal relation between parents intelligenr.e and th a t of' their of'fsoring
and that in recent decades the grouns lower in native
mentality have the hi ghest fecundity and thereby are
innreesing the problem.

This aspect will be taken

up more thoroughly in the disr.ussion on the origins
of morons.

To the eugenicist the etiology of the

mentally defectiv e is extremely importan~, constituting
one of the fundamental b~ses in his field.

The id.eal

and importance of eu genics 1s summed up by Osborn ( 1 40)
when he writes, "Eugenics in a democrany seeks not to
breed men to a single type, but to raise the average

,A

~
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level of human variations, redur.ing variations tending
toward poor health, low intelligenr.e , and anti-sor.ial
r.harar.ter, and inr.reasing variation s at the highest
levels of' ar.tivity.

It is evident that, under present

r.~nditions, individuals who vary mos t in the direr.tion
of' high intelle11tual range and more than usual ar.tivity
tend to have smaller f'amilies th&n do their more eommonplace f'ellows.

If' eugenir.s should fail in the at-

temp t to r.orrer.t this r.ondition, or be p erverted to
other ends, mur.h th a t is highest in our r.ivili~ation
would disappear."

The interests o• euthenists are

stated by Waddi ngton (' 39 ) when he writes, "Similarly,
it is v ery probable that a mur.h greater improvement
in intelligence r.ould be produr.ed by measures of' sor.ial
ameliorati on than by any eugenical st eps whir.h ar e
within the bounds of' probability.

11

So we see that the moron creates problems in a
number of' fields; that the physir.ian is often involved
in the di f'f'ir.ul ty; that sor.iety is de+'initely af'f'e~ted

by this group and that a solution rests in bettering
both the genetic situation and the environment.

.....
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CHAPTER II
HIST ORY .
To gain an annurate understanding of' the present
day at ti tude towards the 'fa.ntors in the etiology of'
~eeble-mindedness it is nenessary to survey thehlstory
of' thou ght in this 'field.
GREEK ROMAN.

As so of'ten we start with the i mmor-

tal Greeks who have something to say about almost ev erything.

They orantised in'f'antinide, Plato renog_n:\.7,ing

the hereditary vie wpoint and Arist otle emphasize d the
enonomin reasons f'or doing away with these def'er.tives.
The Romans apparently gave nodding anceotance of' the
Greek ideas but weren't so antive in destroying def'entive inf'ants but rather kept them around f'or menial tasks
and amusement.
MID DLE AGES .

Following Deutsnh's ( 1 37) disnussion

there is next the supernaturallstic ideas of' the
middle ages.

Those 'feeble-minded that misbehaved

were nhi ldren of the devil and treated as sur.h while
those who were mild and benign were regarded as the
Children of' God or

11

1nnonents 11 who walked on earth while

their souls were in heaven; a nonvenient exnuse f'or
being a numbskull.

The more rational at the time

,.J
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considered them do~med fr om birth as human animals
lank ing all huma n traits an d dealt with these individuals a s they did with their live stank.

RENAISSANCE.

Along with the general initiation

of' modern scienne in the latter part of the eighteenth
century, a more humanistic and snientif'in attitude
towards the defentive arose, sponRore d prima rily by
the Frennh students of' ment a lity.

Their interep ts

le d t h e m towar ds nare and training and marked the
beginning of modern h a ndling of' the ~o,eble-minded.
However, there was no nlear appreni a tion of' h ow these
amen ts name about exrept that t h ey were ju s t born
that way or f'a l led to devel op in their ordinary environment.
EARLY MODERN .

Deutsnh's next period is the

early studies on heredity initiate d by Darwln'e, o~t gln
of the Spenies in 1859 a nd ending about 1900.

Follow-

ing Da rwin i s Galton's work on the orig i n of' gen i us and
/

t h en in 1 887, Dugdale put f'orth his study

~ f'

the de gen-

erate family, Th e Jul,ces, wl-:inh was the f'irst in a
series of' genealoginal studies.

Preservation of' the

defectives was obviously anti-Darwinian; Ga lton showed
tha t gr e a t men were f're e of' mental de-f'ent t n their
bar.kground and t h e Jukes intima ted what a terri f'ic

~
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prine degenerany was f'or the po9ulation.

Consequently

f'urther studies in th is f'ield ber.ame a nenessity.
ALARI'HST ERA .

This period started about 1900

and lasted ta around 1920,

It has ~~ur imoortant

f'ar.tors and. was r.ha-rar.terized by the condemnation of'
the f'eeble-minded.
Y[ental tes ~ing.

In 1 905 SimJn and Benet ca..'11e out

with their intelligenr.e test, the ttperf'ent meanstt of'
diagnosing mental def'ent partinularly as the test was
revised and standa rdized, giving r.onf'idenr.e to those
making a label of' f'eeble-mindedness.

Goddard in

1908 to 1910 gave the mental test t _o h is patients at
the Vineland Training Sr.hool f'or def'entiveR and in 1910
the Amerir.an Assor.iation f'or the Study of' the Feebleminded adoo t ed hia classif'ir.at1on of' the def'er.tives
into; 1, idiots, mental age through tw'J yAars ; 2 , imber.iles, mental age three through seven years and
3 , morons o"" eight through twelve years menta.l age.
He set the demarcating line between normal and def'inienr.y at twelve years be11ause the h i ghest snore group
at Vineland was at this level.

When the Goddard cri-

teria were apnlied to large groups sunh as the Army
mental tests i t was ~ound that 47.3 per nent o~ the
renruits were mentally def'er.tive.

Truly an apualling

..

~
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state o~ a~ralrs.

Inteller.tual nlrnles grew 1'earrul

o-f' the swamp by the ·t eeble-mlnded.

Obviously, the

d.i 1'1'ir.ul ty name -t>rom the selef\ti ve ad.mi ttanne to Vineland where peonle were sent who were stupid and troublesome.

Because the mildly subnormal o-t>ten have adjust-

ment d1~1'inulties, we expect t~ 1'ind them represented
at Vinel a nd and nonsequently they would raise tne
upoer limit o~ the test level criterion -t>or de~er.t.
Furthermore there was little guarantee that the grouos
at the training s~hool were representative but it was
the easiest approar.h at the time.

It seems nharar.ter-

istic oD t h is neriod to credulously believe any study
that p8inted to the ?eeble-minded as the root o? all
sonial evil.

One suspects the edur.ated enjoyed having

someone to blame 1'or most
Here di tr.
redisr.-::>vered.

o1'

the human problems .

In 1900 Mendel 's laws o? herea.1 ty were
Interest in inheri tanne was strong

and here was the genetin basis ~or ?eeble-minde.dness.
Goddard ( 1 14) wrote , "It is nlear 1'rom the data already presented that ~e eblemindedness is hereditary
in a large pernentage o~ the cases and that it ls
transmitted in an~ordanne with the Mendelian -t>ormula".
He goes on ~urther to write , ( 1 15), "Thanks to the
investigations alr~ady made, we now know that in

~
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two-thirds of' the nases, f'eeble-mindedn~ss is naused
by f'eeble-mindedness, that is to say, ~eeble-minded
parents transmit their mental de~ent to their of'~spring.
It theref'ore f'ollows that if' we nould prevent reoroduntion among the ~eeble-minded, we nould redune
mental def'ent to one-third of' its present proportions."
Later he reoudiated this statement
Genealoginal studies .

They all arrived at the

same nonnluslo~ that mental def'ent was inherited
and was the nause o+- munh of' human degenerany .

In

the renhenk o~ these tales, it was f'ound that the
investigaters were permitted very lax rriteria in
diagnosing a person as s f'eeble-mindeded; ~These people
started out with the presumption that anyone who
didn't ¥allow the ways of' nivilization was mentally
de~entive and thereby they selentively pinked up as
subnormals all who naused trouble and missed the
~antors of' low nultural level and personality disturbanne as ~antors in the etiology of' mal-behavlor.
Eug~ins .

Now that it was known ~rom whenne name

the superior people and h~w the de~entives got here,
eugenins was the sensible expression o~ these ideas.
PeQnle bename so sold on the idea of' genes the.t nearly
every sonial, phys1r.al and mental d1f'f'1r.ulty was

,....
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traned to inheritanne and at least ninety per r.ent o~
+"eeble-minde dness was due to bad germ plasm.

Fernald

('13) ref'er.ts the general attitude o+" the times by
writing, "The f'eebleminded are a parasitin, predatory
nlass, never napable or sel+"-supoort or of' managing
their own af'f'airs.

They cause unutterable sor:rmv e.t

home and are a menane and danger t~ the nommunity.
Feebleminded women are almost invarlably immoral, and
1-f' at lar ge usually benome narriers of' venereal disease or give birth to r.hildren who are as def'er.tlve
as themselves • . • • Every f'e ebleminded person , esner.ially the high-grade imbenile, is a potential nriminal,
needing only the proper environment and opnortunity
+"or the development and exoress1on o~ his r.riminal
tendennies."

Fernald later nhanged his opinions in a

true sr.1enti+"1n spirit.

However , these attitudes led to

the passage o~ a number of' laws aimed at the r.ontrol
of' the def'er.tlves but due to the nhange in ideas and
the di+"f'inulty of' en+"ornement, these legal expressions
were little used.
MODERN.

This period started. about 1920 and is

continuing through the p~esent .

There are several

trends o~ whir.h inheritanr.e and nature-nurture ide a s
stand out.
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Trends.

There is a re-evaluation of' the old

and the addition o~ a wealth of' new material.

One

trend is the r.rit1r.ism of' the mental test, with the
rer.ognition that the earlier tests had a lot of' environmental f'antor in them or tested only nertain
f'anult1es of' the intelligenne predominantly.

Intell-

igenne testing has been steadily improving and the
evaluation o~ the hereditary and environmental f'ar.tors
is benom1r:g-more prenise.

A ser.ond trend is the shif't

away f'rom relying exnlusively on the IQ to determine
f'eeble-mindedness but rather a total survey of' the
individua l , espenially his sonial and er.onomin adjustment as af'f'ented by his mentality.

Thirdly, the

genealoginal studies have been thoroughly disr.redited
both as t J methods of' acquiring data and as to t h eir
statistir.al reliability ..

Fourthly,, studies a:re separ-

ating the e~f'ent of' low r.ultural level on behavior
and that due to hereditary def'ent.

Fifthlly, di~f'erent-

iation is being made between the -reeble-minded that
must be institutiona lized and those whlnh a re adJusted
we ll enou gh to care f'or themselves in a f'avorable environment.
Inheritan~e.

The modern period in inheritan~e has

consisted o~ the investi gations int 0 the mer.hanism o~

~
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heredity.

The biologlnal nhan ge in viewnoint is ex-

pressed· well by Jennings ( 1 25), "From the fant that
the 'unit nharanter' nhanged when a single gene nhanged
it was nonnluded that in some ill-defined way ea~h
charanteristln was 're presented ' or in some way nondensed and n )ntalned in one nartinular gene.

There

was one gene for eye nolour, another ~or stat ure, an other ~or ~eeble-mindedness, another ¥or normal-mindedness, and so on .

Every individual, there~ore,

name into the world with his nhara.~teristins ftxed and
determined.

His whole out¥it of c~ara~terlstins was

orovided ~or him at the start; what he should be was
pre-ordained; predestination , in t h e present world,
was an antual ¥ant.

Environment might prevent or per-

mit the hereditary nharacters to develop; it nould
do nothin g more .

Heredity was everything , environ-

ment almost nothing.

T" is dontrine 0¥ the all-might

of inherit an ce is still pronlaimed by the popularizers
0¥ biolog ica l snienne.

"But this theor y o~ represent a ~i ve partinles is
gone, nlean gone.

Advanne in the knowledge 0¥ genetins

has demonstrated its falsity • . . • Neither eye-nolour,
nor tallness, nor ~eeble-mindedness, nor any other
r.harar.teristir., is a unit charanter in any such sense.
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There is, indeed, no sur.h thing as a 'unit r.harar.tert
and it would be a step in advanr.e if' tha t expression
should disappear.
HThe genes then are simply r.hemir.als that enter
into a great number of' r.omplex rear.tions, the f'inal
upshot of' whir.hie to produr.e the r.omoleted body.
The r.harar.teristir.s of' the adult are no more present
in the ge~m r.ells tha n are those of' an automobile in
the metalli~ ore s out of' whir.hit is ultimately manuf'ar.tvred.

To get the r.omplete, normally-ar.ting or-

ganism, the proper materials are essential; but equally
essential is it that they shoul d interar.t properly
with ear.h other a nd with other things.

And the way

they interar.t and what they produr.e depends on the
r. ondit ons.
"Any r.hara r.teristir. requires "'or its produr.tion
both a n adequate stock of' chemir.als s.nc. an environment
adequate f'or its produr.tion throu gh proper interar.tion
of' these r.hemir.als with one an other and with other
t h ings.

In these senses all r.h a rar.teristir.s a re hered-

itary and all are environmental, bu t no r.harar.terlstir.
is exclusively hereditary or exr.lusively environmental. 11
Nature-nurture.
anne

0¥

Th e study

0 ¥

the relative import-

nature and nurture in intelligence has been and

~
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ls a hotly r.ontested point.

It ls around this asper.t

that a major portion of' this thesis ls nentered.
The primary sourr.es of' ma.terial have r.o me f'rom; 1, studies of' monozygotir. twins, 2, norrelatlons between rela~
ti on, largely between parents and o-Pf'spring and between
siblings and 3, studies of' n1)ltural and eduna t ional
dif'f'erenr.es as inf'luenzlng the intelligenne snoring.
The twlh st udies and family norrelations all tended to
f'it together so that by the early nineteen thirties
psyr.hologists were pretty mur.h agreed that intelligenne
was a produr.t of' the mutual interar.t1on of' heredity and
environment; however, the genetir. f'ar.tor was almost
the whole f'antor in produning individual dif'f'erenr.es
in mentality.

IQ was r.onstant and little inf'luenzed

by nurture.
In the late thirties and early f'ourties the Iowa
group and others name out with experiments showing
that lntelli genne as measured by intelligenne tests
r.ould be markedly inf'luenzed by stimulation o~ ler.k
of' stimulation to the mind.

So mu r.h so, as a matter

of' f'ar.t, that one born a moron under or di na ry surround~ 1
lngs might be brought to normal intelligenr.e by a very
stimulating environment.

Th is caused a grea.t stir

among those interested in the problem and in the years
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sinr.e as well as the present time , a reevaluat!on

of'

the nature-nurture problem in intelligenne has been
and is going on.

FUTU~E.

There are two interesting oossibilities

f'or the indur.tion of' a new era in the nature-nurture
f'ield.

One 1s the disnovery of' methods of' identif'vin~
•

0

the latent or non-manif'est genes and genetin f'antors
so that a r.omplete hereditary nhart may be made f'o~
eanh individual and the results f'rom his mating with
a mapped out f'emale genetin system, may be predlnted
annurately.

At the present time the~e is no good way

of' knowing just where and in what proportion latent
f'antors exisi so that f'orenast ber.omes guesswork in
too many planes.

The senond possibility i~ that o+' in-

f'luenzing the germ nells of' the parents or those of'
the f'et · is so th e.t these non trolling urotoulasmin systems can be deliberately modif'ied.

Some start has

been made in this f'ield with radiation of' germ nells
o+' experimental sub J ents but nothing apnlinable to

the human has as yet nome f'orth.

Then of' nourse there

are always developments whinh are not f'oreseeable .
One nomes to the general impression that the f'antors
whi.nh nontrol intelligenne are in f'or nonsiderable
more study and lt is exnented that good Drogress will
be made.

~

CHAPTER III
DEFINITION AND CLAS SIFICATI ON
DEFINITI ON.

The terms intell igence and ~eeble-

mindedness need to be presented s o that a common basis
~or d1sr.ussing etiology is established.
Inte!li ge~.

Stoddard's ('43 ) de~init1on 1s good.

Intelligence is the ability to under take ar.tivities
that are charar.terized by 1, di~ficulty, 2, complexity,
3, abstrar.tne s s, 4, er.onomy (mental speed and effir.ienr.y), 5, adaptiveness to a goal, 6, sor.ial value
and 7, the emergence of originals ( originality and
inventivene s s), and to maintain sur.h activities under
condition s tha t demand a concentration of energy and
a resist a nce to emotional forces.

In acceptin g such

a de~inition it becomes obvious tha t the intelli gence
te s t alone is not fully adequa te to measure t h is
r.haracteristir.; however, when taken in c onjunction with
a histor y of the individua l, the test is very valuable
and intelligence can be determined fairly ar.r.urately.
Feeble-mindedness.

There is considerable ~ariation

as to the conce pt o~ mental deficiency, however, they
are gro uped around t h e idea of low intelligence as
psychologically measured and poor adjustment to society

,,
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because o-f their mentality.

Tredgold ( 1 37) sets out

amentia as, "A state o-r innomplete mental development
o-f sunh a kind and degree that the individual is innapable o-r adapting himsel-f to the normal environment of'
his -fellows in sunh a way ! as to maintain exlstenr.e
indep endently o-r supervision, r.ontr ol, or enternal
s 11pnort.

11

This is a bit vague and Yepsen ( 1 41) in

de-finin g mental def'lr.ienr.y suggests f'our r.riteria.
First, ine-r-feotive integration, the p ersonality is
poorly r.oordinated.

Ser.ondly, a greater than normal

ten d.enr.y to rear.t on the af'-fer.tive rather than the
r.o gnitive level.

Thirdly, a stubbornes s with lar.k

of'

mental adaptability and -fourthly, a disar.uity in di-f"f'_
erenti a ting elementary relations.

Kuhlmann ( 1 41)

emphasizes that the oomparison of' mental def'entives
to the intelligenr.e o~ children is not valid even though
they may have the same over all score on an int~lllgenr.e t e st, the def'er.tive has an unbalanoed mental
growth and nomes to a rrest in an uneven manner in
r.ontra st to the normal child whose mental growth is
regul a r and p rogres s ive.
However, in order to arrive at more preciseness
and to emphasize t he psychologlr.a l r.omponent of' the
me ntal def'ir.ienr.y because of' the ex tensive use o-f the

~
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intelligenr.e test in studies on mentality, the traditional classi-fica tion is given.
Feeble-minded
Below 70
Morons, mental age o-r 8
50-70
through 10 years
Imbeciles, M.A. 3 through 7 yrs.
25-50
Idiots, M.A. 2 or below
Below 25

IQ
IQ
IQ
IQ

Penrose ( 1 41) divides and characterizes the
de-rective groups as -follows.
Low grades

High grades

Idiots and i ~ber.iles

Morons and borderlines

0.25% o-r ponulation

1% of' population

Unedunable

Edunable

Distinct type

Gradually merges into the
general populati on

No adjustment soci a l l y

High amount o-r f'ailure but
are usuall y able to carry
on s ome r.onstructive
-function

Not very reproductive

Proli-fir. reoro duction

It is necessary to distinguish between arnentia
and dementia.

By amentia is here meant a decrease or

disturbance in the development o-r intelligence, or.curing either hereditarily, congenitally, at birth or
a-rter, so that a serious i mpairment o-r mentality or.curs.
Any decrease in basin mental ability or.curing a-rter
-rull maturation of' intelligence is dementia.

Because

the growth o-r intelligence is essentially completed
at -rourteen to sixteen years o-r a ge, the etiological

""11111
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~antors ~or ~eeble-mindedness must ant in this phase
of li~e.
Evaluation o~ de¥init1ons.

The de¥inition o~ ment-

al de~iniency must be primarily psynhologinal because
settin g up o~ some over all adjustment standard divides
those o~ the same psynhologinal per~ormanne into the
adjusted and the maladjusted and thereby, necessitating
a name ¥or each group.

There is the tendency to rate

anyone well adjusted as not ~eeble-minded but this
annears to be an imposition unon the term whinh the
psynhologists were the ~irst to attempt a prenise de~in1t1on.

Furthermore, ad justment ls dependent on

important other things than intelligenne and there~ore,
to use this st a ndard in an intellentual nonnept does
not anpear consistent.

Consequently, the ~eeble-minded

should be de~ined psychologinally, using the adjustment
per¥orrnance to validate and supplement the intellectual
nlas si¥ ination by psynhologinal testing . ,
CLAS SIFICATION.

The sec Jnd phase o~ this nhapter

deals with the etlologinal nlassi¥ination 0¥ mental
de¥ent.

It should be pointed out here that the moron

n~nnept has no sharp borders so that on the ton side
it shades out into the borderline individuals and on
the lower side, into the imbenile group.

Furthermore

~
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the r.auses o~ mental de~icienr.y are not resuer.tors o~
neat prer.ise classi~inations o'f mentality but may
-runction across demarcation lines.

There-fore, it

benomes necessary to discuss in general the etiologies
o-r all the mentally subnormal and ber.ause o-r the sner.ial

interest in the moron, to emphasize the etlologinal
'far.tors important to this group.
Potter~s_nlassi'fication.

Published ( 1 30), it

divides de'ficienny into three main sources.
A. Constitutionally Mentally De~icient
1. Familial type in which there is direr.tor collateral ancestral de'fer.t.

(It is this ~antor

whinh is very important in the etiology o~ morons)
2. Mongolian type, whir.his nharanterized physinally
by 'flattened skull, oblique and narrow palpebral
'fissures, depressed nose, 'fissured tongue, short
hands, paddle 'feet and so on.
3. Congenital diplegin type, in which there may be
bilateral rigidity and spastlnity and probably
related to de~ents in myel1n1zat1on.
4. Minrocephalin type, due to or ar.nompanied by
cerebral hypoplasia.
5. Oxycephalic tyne, in which the high, narrow skull
is usually due to oremature synostosis o'f the
coronal saglttal sutures.

,,...-
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6. Cretinous type, in wh ich the growth de~ents,
both physinal and mental, are duet~ a def'icien~y
o~ thyroid ser.retion.
7. Hypophyseal t yoe, which is due to an insuf'~iciency
of' pituitary 'funntion with dy s trophy, -rre quently
o'f the Frohlich type.
8. Hypoplastir. type, in whinh the general hypoolasia
cannot be attribut ed to any one endocrine gl a nd.
9. Constitutional syphilitir. type, whinh apoarently
results ~rom the blastophthorin e~'fect on the
germ cell.
10. Undi'f'ferentiated type, which ar.r.ounts ~or a large
number o~ cases not de-finitely r.lassif'iable etlologinally.

(A number o~ morons who apnear in

"go od" f'am111es, 'fall here.)
B. Rea~tional types, wh ich are not nonstitutional but
are the result o-r. an organic reantion based upon
menhanir.al, nhemical and bar.terial 'far.tors.
1. Post-trauma.tin conditions, usually nerebral
lesions due to in,1ury, especially birth injury.
2. Post-ennephalitir. tyoe, onnurring a-rter anute
in'fectious diseases and especially 'following
epidemir. encephalitis.

,,,,
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3. Hydronephalin tyoe, whinh is almost always
senondary to 1n-Plarnmat1ons about the aquedunt
o-r Sylvius, the foramina o-r Lusnhka and Magendie

or the subaranhnoid nisterns.
4. rn-rantile nerebral syphilis, in wh ich the pathology may be meningo-vasnular or parennhyma tous;
the lntellentual defent usually depends upon
the lona tion and extent o-r t h e lesions.
C. Degenera tive mental definienny types.
l. Di-P-ruse snleroais, in whinh there may be dif-ruse
or patchy proli-reration o-r t h e neuroglia o-r the
no~tex; dlstinnt changes in motor and re-r1ex
antivity are observed.
2. Nodul a r snlerosis, which involves proli-Peration
of a nodular type.
3. Amaurotic degenera tion.
This nlassi-Pic a tion is rather unwieldy and does
not lend itself well to a disnussion of the moron
causation.
Sherman's nl as sifination.

Published ( 1 45), it

presents a nlinical classification -ror etiological purposes that is simplified and emphasizes imnortant
elements.

There are eight types.
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1. Hereditary type, 1n wh1r.h there 1s usually little,
i~ any, organin disturbance.

The diagnosis 1s

generally made ber.ause no organ i c or environmental
causes are dlsr.overed.

Sinne feeble-mindedness

is not a unit character o~ heredity, it is suppJsed that various germ plasm disturbannes may
be the speci~ir. cause ~or the failure of intelligence to develop at the normal rate.
2. Structural defer.tives, which inr.ludes the birth
injuries, hydroaephalics and miaroaephalics.
3. Physiologir.al defectives, which innludes cretins,

hypopltuitary types and the severe nutritional
disturbannes.
4. Pathologlr.al t ypes such as cerebral lesions due to
infentious diseases, the post-ennephalitir.s, ·
the tuberous sclerotics, and the post-meningitis
~onditlons.
5. Sensory defeats, sunh as blindness and deafnes s
whinh mey be the basis of mental de~i"ienry, al though in most n.s.ses onl y retardation, rather than
de~ir.ienr.y re sults.
6. Envi:ro nment.s.l types, the surroundings of the individual are so meager in mental stimule,tion that
his inteller.tual napar.ities are not developed

~
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adequately.

(Around this point considerable con-

troversy has developed in recent years and t h is
~act or will be taken up more thoroughly in the
section on etiologinal ~ar.tors.)
7. Mongolian idiots, which are co nsidered due to
incomp lete intrauterine development.
8. Here ditary pathologir.al t ypes, sunh a s amauro t i n
family idio ny .
These classifications give a basis upon wh ich to
proce ed in discussing the etiological fantors in
mental de~icienr.y.

To meet the need for emph a cizing

the causit i ve ~actors ~or morons, it is ner.essary to
reorganize the classifica tion.

Th is modified grouping

will be used as t h e outline in discussing etiology.

_
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CHAPTER IV
ETIOLOGY
I

This nhapter will be divided into three main parts;
namely, introduntion and organization, nature-nurture
fantors and speci'fic fantors.

INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION
It may be seen that the causes of feeble-mindedness
may be grouped under nature-nurture or primary 'fantors
'

and under speni'fin or senondary 'factors.

The nature-

nurture or primary de~ectives are the in'ferior deviates
o'f the normal mechanism o'f heredity and are signi~icantly modified in intelligence by the quality o~
their environment.

The specific or ser.ondafY feeble-

minded are the result o+' causes that are usually associated with mental retardation, have a nharanteristic
method

o'f

produning mental de+'er.t and are usus.lly

acnompanied by s)me physical findings o~ abnormality
or pathology.

The important causes o'f moronicity are

not as numerous as those for the entire feeble-minded
group.

To emphanize the moron factors, only those

causes dirently related and o'f numerinal nonsequenr.e
will be discussed.

Because o'f the imoortanne o~ the
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nature-nurture complex in morons, it will be given
a separate section and the rest o~ the etiologies will
be grouped under ser.ondary far.tors.
The organization of the material is outlined as
follows, in greater detail than the table of r.ontents.
Outline of Etiology
A. Nature-nurture
1. Familial far.tors
a. Parent-child norrelations
b. Foster r.hildren studies
1 1 • Foundation studies
2 1 • Environmental emphasis
3 1 • Review
n. Twins
d. Feeble-minded groups

l'. Institution data
2 1 • Environmental influenne
3 I• Feeble-minded mothers

2. Group factors
a. Survey

1'. Racial
2'. Regional
3'. Socio-er.onomin

a I • Paternal vocation
b I . Parental edunation

J
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b. Future

11

Birth rates

•

2' . Environment

3. Genetir. mer.hanisms
a. sex-linkage
b. Blending
r..

Hurst's theory

d. Dominanr.e
l'. Regression
2I

•

O~~sorlng variation

e. Partial dominanr.e
l' Theory
2' Valida t ing theory
3' Evaluation

B. Sper.i~ir. r.auses
1. Strur.tural
a. Birth injuri es
b. Hydror.eph alus

r.. Mir.ror.ephalus
2. Physiolo gir.al

a. Cretins
b. Epilepsy

~
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3. Pathological

a. En~ephalit1s
b. Syphilis

4. Mongol

5. Rare types

~

NATURE-NURTURE
It is thought that the major share of' morons are
a product of' the normal multif'actorial mechanism of'
intelligenr.e of' wh ir.h they f'orm part of' the lower
ranges and the factor of adversive mental environment.
This essentially boils down to the nature-nurture
problem in intelligenne, about whinh Stoddard ( 1 39)
writes, "It is essential to think of' the r.ontributions
of heredity and environment, not as mutually exr.lusive
or diametrically opposed, but rather as nlose-noupled
far.tors whose impingement is mutual ly interanting.
Environment does not act upon heredity (who would say
tha t here dity ants upon environment?):

rather various

r.ombinations of' f'antors and forces, with dif'ferent
ori gins, produne me a surable results in child development."

Theref'ore, in the study of' the etiolo gy of'

morons it is necess a ry to study na tur e and nurture
to gether f'or their total eff'er.t on the individual a nd
to make a quantitative evaluation of' ear.h f'antor in
various situa tions.
Nature-nurture studies may be divided into t'amilial
f'ar.tors, group t'ar.tors and genetir. mer.h an isms.

By fam-

ilial is meant the relation of' the intelligence of the
anr.estors as transmitted to the off' sprin g through

-,
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heredity and ~amily environment and also, those environments which are substitutes for the home situation;
that is, foster h omes, orphana ges and institutions.
Those influenzes on intelligence that affect large
numbers a re group factors such as race, geographical
region o~ residence, socio-economic levels and ~ertility factors.
Because of the vastness of the literature in t h is
field and the natural limit a tions of this thesis,
citations will be limited prima rily to summaries and
representative studies by reco gnized authors, in an
effort to present the highlights and significant points
in t h is area of study.
FAMILIAL FACT ORS.

Evidence from the familial

studies may be divided into par e nt-child correlations,
foster children studies, twins an d da ta on feebleminded groups.
Parent-child correlations.

Outhit's ( 1 33) cor-

relations for parent and child intelligence are typical
of the results from t h is type of s t udy .

Her group

consisted of 51 families with 279 children, 257 of
wh ich were tested; there were four or more children
per family and all offspring, were three years or
older.

This group consisted of English, literate,

~
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non-psychopathic and non-debilitating diseased people
who were obtained ~r om organizations such as churches,
schools an d so on.

•

Her correlations were:
Single parent to single child

.50

Mid

.545

parent to single ~hild

Mid

parent to

Mid

brother to

Husband

to

• 7 31

:t.072 to
'!.. 049

child

.802

±.. 033

mid sister

.736

:t. 045

Wife .

.741

:t.042

mid

The offspring tended to regress towards the mean
of the population; that is, the chi ldren of oarents
which deviate from the mean, do not themselves deviate
as much as the parents.

The offspring variability

according to the par ental deviation fro m lOO_~Q
did not change much, that is, the standard deviation
of the children fr om parents of l ow intel l igence
was about the same as that from parents normal or
superior in intel l igence and furthermore, the children
from each parental group, showed as much variability
as one would fin d in a samnle for the pooulation as
a whole for intelligence.

The regression equation shows

t hen,for example, the .50 correlat ion between single
parent and single child, that a parent with a 70 IQ
would have children with a mean IQ of 85 and a S.D.
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o-r around 13 IQ points.
It must be remembered that these res ults show
the combined e~~ect o~ parental heredity and parental
environment.

To separate these -ractors, the study o-r

~aster children provides a situation where the environment may be quite di¥-f"erent -rrom that antir.ipated
i¥ the r.hild were to remain with the parents.
Foster nhildren studies.

These are divided into

the early -roundation studies, the recent emphasis on
environment and a review.
Foundation.

In 1928 the National Society ~or the

Study o~ Education came out with their Twenty-Seventh
~

Yearbook on Nature and Nurture, a summary o-r all the
important work and -r1nd1ngs on this uroblem to date
o-r publination.

The ¥irst volume was devoted to the

in'f"luenze o-r nature and nurture upon intelligen~e.
From this I would like to quote t wo summaries as
representative o-r the opinion at that time and whi~h
still stand as landmarks in the nature-nurture question,
as iluminated by -roster child studies.
Freeman et al ('28) a-rter the study o~ 671 children
divided into various hereditary and environmental
groups, made the ~allowing summary.
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"The main problem or t h is investiga tion was the
measurement o~ th e er+'ect of' environment upon the
intelligenr.e of' f'oster children.

This summary innludes

only a brief' statement of' the more important r. omparlsons made and the conclusions wh lr.h seem to be warranted.
11

1. A group o+' children were tested bef'ore place-

ment and then retested a f'ter several years of' residence
in a roster home.

A comparison of' their r a tin gs on

the two tests gave evidence of' a signlf'icant improvement in intelligence as measured by intelligenne test
sr.ores.

A

study of' certain sub-groups showed that the

chil dre n in the better f'o s ter homes gained considerably
mor e than did those in the poorer homes.

Furthermore,

the children who were tested and a dopted at an early
age gained more tha n t t ose adopte d at a later age.
These far.t s appear to indica te tha t an improvement
in environment produces a gain in intelligence.
11

2. A compar ison was made b e t ween the intelligence

o+' siblin gs,tha t is, brothers and sisters who had been

reared in dif'f'erent f'o s ter h omes.

The corr el a tion

between their intelli gence was +'ound to be lower than
that usually f'ound f'or siblings raised together.

The

usual coef'f'ir.ient of' fraternal resemblance is about

~

~
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.50, but it was ~ound that ~or siblings separated
be~ore either o~ the pair was six years o~ a ge the
norrel a tion was only .25.

When the r.omparison was made

~or those whose ~oster homes were o~ di~~erent grade,
the norrelation was ~ound to be only .19.

These ~ar.ts

make it appear that a part o~ the resemblance between
siblings reare d together is due to the in~luenr.e o~
a similar environment.
11

3. A group o~ siblings was divided into two grouos

by putting into one group the member o~ eanh pair who
was in the better ~oster home and i nto the other group
the one in the poorer home.

The mean I.Q. o~ the group

in the poorer homes was ~ound to be 86, while that o~
those in the be t ter homes was 95.

An analysis o~ the

r.onditions o~ adoption made it seem unlikely that there
was any ms.rke d tende ncy ~or the brigh ter member o~ a
pair o~ siblings to be taken into the better ~oater home.
A random ~ormation o~ two groups ~rom p a irs o~ siblings
would give groups o~ equal 1ntel l 1genr.e.

The superior

intelligenr.e o~ the siblings in the better homes
appears, there~ore, to give evidence that the r.haracter
of the home a~~er.ts the nhild's ·1ntelllgenr.e to a marked degree.
11

4. Two unrelated r.hildren reared in the s ame home

,,...-
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ere found to resemble one another in intelligence.
The correlations between the intelligenr.e of sur.h
unr el a ted pairs ranged from .25 to .37.

This rese m-

blance is probably d 1e for the most part to the simi1

larity of their environment.
"5. The ava ilable informa tion on the own p arents
of the foster children indir.ated that a large oerr.entage
were of defective mentality.

If heredity were the only

far.tor in the determination of intelligenr.e, it would
be exper.ted tha t their children would be decidely
below the average.

It was found, however, that their

mean I.Q. was practically equal to the standard for
children in gener al.

Only 3.7 per cent rated below 70,

and these were those planed at relatively late ages.
These facts seem to point quite cle arly to the influence of environment upon lnt elligenr.e.
"6. In the r.ase of 26 children studied, both parents were rated as feeble-minded,

If intelligenr.e

were inherited ar.cordin g to the Mendelian law, all of
these children would be feeble-min ded.

It was found,

however, that only four had an I.Q. below 70 and these
only slightly below.

The average I.Q. of 81 for these

26 chil dren is higher than would b e expecte d ar.r.ording
to the Mendelian law, but is considerably below that

,

~
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of the entire group of' r.hildren studied.

These:- f'ar.ts

aopear to indicate that heredity and environment are
both inf'luential f'ar.tors in the development of' intelligence.
11

7. The sr.hool progress of' the children studied

compares very 'favorably with that

o-f

the r.hildren in

several large sr.hool systems.
11

8. In various groups r.omparisons were made between

the intell1genne of' the r.hildren and the grade of' f'oster
home in which they had been reared.

For the entire

group of' 401, the r.orrelation between home rating and
intelligenr.e was f'ound to be .48.

The r.orrelation be-

tween the intelligenr.e of' the r.hildren and the intelligence of' their f'oster oarents as measured by the Otis
test was f'ound to be .37.

In the case of' the r.hildren

who had been tested bef'ore adoption, an initial r.orrelation of' .34 with home rating was raised to .42 af'ter
a period of' residenr.e in the f'oster home.

These r.or-

relations would indir.a te that the r.hara~ter of' the home
is an important 'far.tor in the development of' the r.hild's
intelligenr.e.
11

9. The inf'luenze of' the hJme is f'urther shown by

the f'ar.t that there is a correlation between early
plar.ement and intelligenr.e and a slight relationship
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between the r.hild's intelligence and the length

01"

time

he spent in the -f"oster home .
"10. A large perr.entage o-f" the r.hildren studied
had parents who were morally de-f"er.tive.
this poor heredity, however, f'ew cases

In spite o-f"
01"

serious rnis-

behavi~r were -f"ound among the f'oster ~.hildren.

It seems

probable, there-f"ore, that environment has been an
important 1"ar.tor in determining their r.ondur.t.
11

11. In interpretin g nertain data of' the study

it was necessary to know whether the apparent effer.t
of' good home environment could be amounted f'or by a
selection o-f" initially bright children by superior
~oster parents.

The analysis of the data led to the

r.onr.lusi~n that selection was not a large far.tor in
the relationships.

In the extreme cases in which the

children were given a mental test bef'ore adopt1Jn,
the correlation between this initial I.Q. and home
rating was .34.

In over eighty percent of' the ca ses

no test was made before adoption.

Furthermore, a

survey of the circumstances o-f" adoptioh indicated that
the intelligence of the child is not usually taken
in t o account as a major consideration.

Finally,

for r.ertain groups in which it would have been least
possible to estimate the intelligence of the child

~
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the norrelation with h~me rating is as high as f'or
other groups. "
In the same YearbooK, Burks ( 1 28) in a similar
study as Freeman et al, on 214 f'oster and 105 nontrol
nhildren,and 342 f'oster and 206 nontrol parents makes
the f'ollowing summary.
"By methods whinh have permitted the ef'f'ents of'
environment to be studied separately f'rom those

of'

heredity in nonjunntion with environment, this study
has sought to evaluate the f'antors nond1tion1ng the
intelligenne of' a group o~ white Amerinan snhool nhildren living in ordinarily variable nirnumstannes.
The main nonnlusions thereby reanhed ar e as f'ollows:
1. Home environment nontributes about 17 per nent
of' the varianne in I.Q.:

parental intelligence alone

announts f'or a bout 33 pernent.
2. The total nontribution of' heredity,that 1s,of'
innate and heritable f'antors, is nrobably not f'ar f'rom
75 to 80 p ernent.
3 . Measurable environment one standard deviation
above or below the mean of' the population does not
sh1f't the I.Q. by more than 6 to 9 points ab:>ve or below the value it would have had under normal environmental nonditons.

In other words, nearly 70 ner nent

,J
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o~ school r.hildren have an actual I.Q. within 6 to 9
points o~ that represented by their innate intelligence.
4. The maximal contribution o~ the best home Anvironment to intelligence is apparently about 20 I.Q.
points, or less, and almost surely lies between 10 and
30 points.

Conversely, the least nultured, least

stimulating kind o~ Amerir.an home environment may
depress the I.Q. as munh as 20 I.Q. points.

But sit-

uations as extreme as either o~ these probably or.our
only once or twine in a thousand times in Americ an
communities.

Horne environment in the most ~avorable

circumstances may su~~ice to bring a child Just under
the borderline o~ dullness up over the threshold o~
normality, and to make a slightly superior child out
o~ a normal one; but it cannot anr.011nt ~or the enormous
mental di~¥erences to be ~ound among human beings.
5. With regard to character an d personality traits,
upon whir.h the data presented are less reliable and less
objective than those upon intelligence, the indications
are that environment is at least as potent as tn the
nase o~ intellect ual traits--possibly much more potent."

It 1s well to note the impressions o~ the

investigaters as to the associations o~ intelligence
and sor.ial adjustment ~or there is imnlied in the noncept

.j
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of' the f'eeble-minded, that he is predisposed to maladaptation to a normal environment.
Environmental emphasis.

The next r.ontribution

to the here dity environment problem name 'f"rJm the Iovta
group led by sunh · people as Stoddar~, Wellman, Skeels
and Skodak.

This work name out in the later thirties

and played an import a nt part in stimulating the National
Soniety f'or the Study o-r Edur.ation to devote its Thirtyninth Yearbook o-r 1940 to intelligenne.

The Iowa• and

related material emphacized the importanr.e o-r environment, esper.ially early in development, as a f'a~ton
in the development o-r intelligence.

They reported

such things as a nursery sohool bringing the tested
intell1genr.e o-r children f'ro m in+'erior stock to a mental
level signi+'ir.antly above th a t of' the normal mean.
They showed that an impoverished environment seriously
retarded mental development.

They f'elt that in previous

studies o-r children, that the environment was not
adequa te to bring out the true possibilities
igence.

o+'

intell-

This prer.ipi tated q 11i te a debate whir.h had

not yet abated.

The Iowa studies have not been whole

heartedly acr.epted und there seems to be some valid
r.ritir.isms o~ their methods a nd re s ults.

~
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Review.

Rather than r.itlng all the Iowa data,

r.ontra studies and mutual r.ritlr.isms, let us look at
the conr.lusions made by an authority in the f"ield af"ter
reviewing the important studies on foster r.hildren
and institutional environments through 1940, wh ir.h
inr.ludes the i moortant Iowa studies and Leahy's study.
Woodworth ('41) made , the -following r.onr.lusions
on ~oster r.hildren.

Improved environment r.an raise the

intelllgenr.e o-r r.hildren an avera ge of" -five to ten
points although there are weaknesses in all studies
allowing a possibility o-f explaining away this gain
and also an inr.rease o-f gain -rrom a better environment.
Ser.ondly, the cultural level of the home is more important than the er.onomir., in the r.h ild's mental development.

Thirdly, the di~f"erence between homes, the inter-

~amily variation in environment, is a minor -rar.tor,
a.bout a fi f'th of" the variation of" intelligence in the
r.umrnunity.

The basis of> t h. is ls probably the leveling

ef-fer.t of> schools, social mixing and so on.

The inter-

family variation in heredity is o-r about the same magnitude as inter--family environmental dif-ferences in
intelligenr.e variation.

The genetic and environmental

causes that r.rea'IB sibling dif-ferenr.es are more potent
than those causing -family dif>-ferenr.es.

Fourthly, a

"'11111
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large share of' the r.hildren f'rom the rather vague
sor.ial group that produce foster nhildren, have about
average heredity as demonstrated when groups of these
nhlldren reanh normal intelligence under a stimulating
environment.
parents are

While it has been assumed th a t these
ot"

inferior hereditary stank munh or this

opinion ls based on socio-enonomin status of the parents.
There has not been a thorough investigation of' thd.s reproducing group, especially to determine the relative
importanne of environment in producing the sonioenonomir.-inteller.tual in-f"erio:rity of' this group.

Con-

sequently, the interpretation must proceed f'rom the
nhildre, who are well studied, bank to the parental
group.

The senond weakness in nonclusions about foster

children is that the samples never include all of' the
children of' the given parents and there is no way of'
knowing Just how this elimination has distorte d the
res ults.

It is thou ght that seler.tion tended to

discard the least promising children.

It may be safely

nonnluded that in suite of' the good showing of' the studied and stimulated children of' inferior parents, these
offspring will not no mpare in inteller.t::al qual ity as
a gr011p with those o-r superior parents ..

~
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Twins.

One o~ the things seen ¥rom ~these studies

is that gross ~orrelations between parents and o~~soring
and between ~oster oarents and adopted children, does
not give any dirent quantitative value to either heredity or environment.

There~ore, one o~ the ~antors

must be held nonstant while the ot~er varies.

This

nondition is met in identinal twins.
Osborn ( 1 40) made (. these nonnlusions a~ter reviewing the studies on identinal twins, "Large di~~erannes
in edunational environment set up di~¥erannes in the
intelligence o~ twins whose heredity is identical.
But on the other hand, good environment cannot entirely
overcome inadequate hereditary capanities; and an
adequate heredity may supply potentials whinh even a
poor environment cannot hold down.

The study o~ ident-

inal twins reared apart indicates that heredity sets
limits, in a continuous sunnession o~ d1¥~erent levels,
to the intellentual development o~ normal people, even
within the great middle group o~ the distribution.
In t h is very potent manner, heredity is a ~antor in
causing individual di~~erennes throughout the entire
population.

11

This opinion is e s sentially noncurred

in by aarter ( 1 40) in his review o~ the twin studies.
Woodworth ('41) in an extensive review o~ the

..
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literature on twin studies reached thsse nonnluslons.
There are two probable deduntlons although the smallness o-r the sample does not make either r.onnlusion sure •.
In the f'irst pla.ne, radin al dif'f'erences in education
can r.reate substantial dif'ferences in intelligenne,
so far as intelligence is measured by our tests.

Diff'-

erences in IQ, as great as the standard deviation of' the
population have been -found ln several instannes, that
is around -fourte e n points, corresponding to large
dif'f'erennes in educational advantages.
, The ser,ond result is that the dif'f'erences between

identical twins re ared apart are remarkably sma.11 except in those cases where the contrast of educati onal
advantages was ve r y great.

For the majority o-r the

separated identir.als the IQ diff'erence was no greater
than f'or identir.als r eared together.

When identicals

are sub j ected to environments dif'f'er i ng about as mur.h
as those of' the nh ildren in an ordinary community,
sunh identical twins dif'fer mur.h less than the r.hildren of' sur.h a community.

Therefore the diff'erences

found among the children of' an ordinary community are
not accounte d for, exnept in small
ennes in homes and schooling.

□eaAure,

by dif'f'er-

Consequently t hose

morons who name by the normal mechanism of inheritanne
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f'or intelligence and f'rom parents with good homes and
participe,ting in a normal community, these morons must
be due almost entirely to the hereditary mechanism.
Feeble-minded groups.

Next in the contribution

to the problem of' etiology is study ·,of' the f'eebleminded themselves.

While it would be thought that

herein would lie a direct approach to causation there
actually are f'ew good studies on adequate numbers
aimed specif'ically at nature-nurture mechanisms. The
ordinary psychological studies usually include a broad
range of' intelligence.

However, there is some very

worthwhile material in this phase and comes f'rom institution data, studies on the inf'luen~e of' environment
and f'eeble-minded mothers.
Institution data.

Penrose ( 1 38) in a study of'

1,280 cases of' mental def'ect in England f'ound a Residual Group of' 308 cases which was made up largely of' the
higher grades of' mentality in the f'eeble-mlnded lnstitution.

This group was ~ormed by all the cases f'or

which there was no sper.if'ic cause; that is, all those
with mongolism, endocrine disturbances, r.ongenital
syphilis, neurological abnormalities, skeletal def'er.t,
epilepsy and rare types whir.h r.onstltuted the Clinical
Group, were not included in the Residual Grouu.

,,
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The mean IQ of' t h is Residual Group was 52 while
that of' the Clinic a l Group was 44.

The f'ormer group

had a higher percentage of' f'eeble-minded parents and
siblings and a lower environment than the latter group.
Parental IQ means were 89 and 96 respeotively.
distribution

0¥

The

parental intelli genne f'or the Residual

Group is as f'ollows.
Intelligenr.e
Mean IQ
Superior

Parents
89

.2'%,

Normal

59.6%

Borderline

20.1%

Moron

14.6%

Idiot

.5%
o.o%

Unr.l'ass1 f'_led

5.o'fo

ImbeC'\ile

It a ppears f'rom this study that the nr imary or
nature-nurture mild def'ectivoocome predominantly f'rom
parents with the normal, borderline and moron ranges
of' intelljgenr.e.

The siblings of' the Residual Group

have a mean IQ of' 90, approximatin g tha t o-r their parents.

These f'aots suggest that t h is t ype of' f'eeble-

minde dness comes primarily f'rom the deviates in heredity

,..
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and are not produne d by direct descent o+' man1+'est
in-Periority.

Th is menhanism will be taken uo in the

discussion on heredit a ry hypotheses -ror intelligence.
Paterson and Rundquist ('33) -round t h at a large
percentage o+" individuals admitted to an institution
-ror the +'eeble-minded and o+- a pn linants likewise,
came +'rom the lowest occupational categories.

They

studie d 823 admissions and 516 applicants +'or admission
and compar ed t h em with a rand om sampling o-r 866 adult
males in Minneapolis.

The results in percentage were

a s -Pbiblows.

Pernent in
Admissions

Occupa tional
Category

Percent in
Random Samole

I

.4

3

II

4.1

8

III

8.1

30

IV

31.5

2?

V

17.0

27

VI

38.9

5

They also -round that the idiot and the 1mbenile
levels were distributed nomparably to the random sample,
·nut that the hi gher grade +'eeble-minded persons were
nontributed l arge l y by the lower occ-.upational levels~
The y believed,

11

that low-grade +"eeble-mind.edness is

""1111111
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caused, for the most part, by ar.r.idental, pathologir.al,
non-hereditary factors whir.h would be distributed more
or less at random among the various classes of society
whereas simple feeble-mindedness is transmitted by
biologir.al heredity."

They did not emohacize the low

environmental factor in the lowest occupational group
as a fa~tor in produr.ing morons.
Environmental influenze.

In view of the studies

on raising IQ by environment it would be well to look
into a study of environment on defective children.
Kephart ( 1 40) reports sur.h a study carried out in the
Wayne County Training Sr.hool ~or high grade moron and
bcorderline children.

They were divided into those

without brain damage and those with brain damage, ear.h
group being studied in the h ~me of origin . and while
in the training school.
Fifty children without brain injury were studied
whose mean IQ on admission was 67.6.

It was found

that in their native homes, the six to seven year
old group gained only

a.3

months mental age per year.

The rate of gain progressively decreased with age so
that the thirteen to fourte e n year olds gained on : the
average of only 3.4 months MA per ye ar.

The IQ loss

then at six to seve n year s was about three-fourths point

,.4
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per year and t h is increased t o about two and one-fourth
points per year for t h e twelve to fourteP.n year olds .
It nan be pro j er.te d therefore , that many of the older
children started out normal or ne ar normal and that
the yo unger children if allowed to remain in their own
homes would sink lower in intelligen0.e.
These same children were transfered to the more
favorable environme nt of the insti t ution were they
lived for an average of 4.81 years.

The ei gh t to nine

year old period had an average increase of 3.75 IQ
points.

As the age of the chil dren innre a sed the

amount of IQ gain decreased so that the twelve year
olds showed no chan ge a nd the sixteen year olds lost
an average of two points.

Thus it is seen that the

depressing effects of t he original homes nan be halted
by a training snh ool.
Another study on 1 39 children without brain
dama ge, who had an initial test me a n IQ of 66 at a mean
age of 13.8 r.hronolo gir.ally and an average residenr.e
of 4.4 years in the school, showe d an average ga in of
4.12 IQ poi nts.
The study on 51 children similar in origin and
test performanr.e but with brain damage showed mur.h
less rapid falling of IQ in the home environment but

j
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no appreciable nhange in this der.l ine by transf'er to
the institution.

This supports the hypothesis that

we h e.ve h ere t wo distinguishable t ypes of' mental de-

fectives.
These training school chan ges in inte l ligence
were not marked but neither was the dif'f'eranne in
environment very great.

Consequently s, study

ot>

a more

stimulating surrounding was needed and this was provided by a cottage te a ching situat i on of' good stimulation with emphasis on nonstruntive anhievement.
The study was on sixteen boys, ~if t een to eighteen
years of age with a mean IQ of' 66.3, rangin g from
48 to 80.

The avere.ge test retest interval ( the dura-

tion under cottage teanhing) was 1 . 5 years an d produned a mean IQ of 76.4, an increase of 10;.1 IQ points.
Only one case regressed, a minus three ooints; the
range of' advance was from two to twenty-two points.
81 per cent ge.ined f'ive or more uo i nts.

The control

group showed no gain.
These studies show dirently t hat morons nan be
produned from the borderline group by a poor environment and that stimul a ting training nan raise some of
the morons into the borderline class.

,...
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Feeble-minded mothers.
in this group.

Two studies will be nited

Speer ( '40) made a study o~ the nhil-

dren of feeble-minded and normal mothers.

The experi-

mental grouo nonsisted o+' 68 children from +'eebleminded mothers.

The IQ of' the mothers ranged +'rom

38 to 64 with a mean o+' 49.

The nontrol groun nonsisted

o+' 57 dependent nh ildren whose mothers were not +'eeble-

minded.

The fathers +'or both groups as a nlass were

inade qua te and largely in unskilled labor.

All the

nhil dre n were planed in boarding homes .
It was sh own that in both groups that the longer
that the nhildren remained in their own home , whinh
for both groups represented an impoirerished environment , the lower were their intelligenne quotients.

Q t'

the normal group , those which were planed at zero to
two years, had a mean IQ o+' 97.

IQ denlined with eanh

older group so that the twelve to +'if'teen year olds
when taken f'rom their homes averaged 82 IQ.

For the

experimental group, those planed at zero to two years
had an IQ of 100.

As age innreased at planement , IQ

denlined so that the twelve to +'i+'teen year olds had
a mean o'f only 53 IQ.

Quite a nhange.

In 1nteroret1ng this, it would be best to disregard the 100 IQ +'or the experimental grouo aged
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zero to two benause IQ in this a ge is quite unreliable.
The three to 1"1 lre year olds give more reliable results
and are reported here at a mean o~ 84.

It would apoear

then that f"eeble-minded mothers and nommon labor f'athers
produne r.hildren of" IQ grouped around 80 with a standard deviation of' about 12 IQ ooints and that these
homes exert quite a depressing ef'f"ent, so mu~h so that
psynhologir.al morons are produned f"rom the fu1ll normals.
Stipnir.h ('40) in another study of" the r.hildren
of" f'eeble-minded mothers , made the f'ollowing summary
and r.onnlttsions.
"Forty-eight children whose mothers wer e f'eebleminded and who had been planed in boarding homes or
institutions bef'ore one year of' a ge were r.ompared
with 29 nhildren who had also been separa ted f'rorn
their mothers bef'ore their f'irst birthdays, but •h0se
mothers were of' normal intelligence • • •

i

Although

the number of' nases was small, s te.tistir.ally reli able
dif'f'erenr.es in in t elligenr.e were f'ound betwe e n the
children of' the Control Group and those

o-P

the Experi -

ment a l Group who h a d been planed in r.ompar able environments .

Although these boarding homes were inf'erior

to adoptive homes of' the usual tyne, they we re simila r
for the two groun s .
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"On the basis o~ tests given betwe en the age of'
2.5 t~ 1 3 years, mark ed dif'¥eren0es were f'ound between
the inteller.tual level of' the r.hildren whose mothers
were f'eeble-minded and those of normal oarentage.

Of'

the former group, 21 perr.ent tested below 75 I Q; of
the l at ter, none.

Fifty-six perr.ent of' the r.ases

in the Experiment a l Group tested below 9 0 IQ; only
8

17 perc-..ent of the Con t rol Group r , nked equally lowr"
0

The median age of the Experimental Group was five
years while that of the Control was three years ,
nine months.
When nomparing the data for the same age group
in Sneer's and Stippir.h's study, it is found that
they are q11i te s imilar.

StipDir.h did not attempt to

study the eff'er.t of various ages in the home environment .
This r.ompletes the ser.tion on famili a l far.tors.

""""Ill
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GROUP FACTORS.

In the etiology of' morons there

are f'a,tors r.harar.teristir. of' groups and it has been
found that r.ertain classes of people are assor.iated
with the origin of' morons.

By medir.al example, it is

known that tuberr.ulosis is more r.ommon among the poor
urimarily ber.ause of' low hygienic and medir.al standards.
For an examnle about mor)ns , t he isolated mountain
areas where mental stimulation is low ·; r.onsanquini ty
r.ommon and a tenden~y towards drainage away of' the
better elements in the r.ommunity, the group is predisposed to moron produr.tion .
Survey.

These group f'ar.tors as to their rer.ent and

present status may be divided into rar.ial, regi0nel
and socio-er.onomir..

The f'uture of these far.tors is

ref'ler.ted primarily in the dif'f'erential birth rate
and environmental changes.
Rar.ial.

The problem of' rar.ial dif'f'erenr.As in

intelligence has always made interesting speculation
and study.

In Amerir.a whP-re there are great number of'

rar.es renresented and a sharn r.olor line, this asner.t
needs t') be looked into.

Osborn ( 1 40) af'ter a tab-

ulati~n of' intelligence tests on various racial groups
made these 0onr.lusions.

Recent im~igrants to the

United States on Ameri r.an intelli genr.e tests do not

,I
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do as well as the older residents.

The nhild~en o~ these

immigrants while born and raised in t his nountry do
better than the parents but do not measure up ~ully
to the per~ormanne by the nhildren

0¥

the "n a tive s".

The most ~easible explanation, o~ nourse, is that the
nultura l bankground o~ these people is di~~erent ~rJm
the Amerinan and that this inter~eres with their resp onding to the questions in the intelligenne examination.
There is a nultural narry ov er to t h eir nhildren so
they will s how the same phenomenon but not to the same
degree.

Consequently it would apoear super~inially

that moroninity is more nommo n in ~oreign elements;
antually, there orobably is no di~~erenne in ¥requenny.
With no nlear cut di~~erenne in ranial intelligenne,
di~~erential ran.Bl birth rate benomes o~ no si gni~inanne.
Boas ( 1 40) makes this summary about intelligenne
and race, "· • . It has been my good ~ortune to live
for a considerable length of time with unnontaminated
primitive tribes, and my own observations show that
we find a mong them the same kind of variations of intelligenne and of personalities that we ~ind in our
own nulture --men and women o~ unusual intelligenne
and of unusual stren gth of nharanter as well as weaklings.

This agrees entirely with the re ports of others

.,
?O
who have had similar oooortunities . •

Intelligenne

of a people nannot be measured by t he trad itional bankground of' their r. u.lture , but by the observation of'
the behavior of individuals interpreted on the bankground of their traditional r.ulture • . . •
"My r.onnlusion is th a t the attempts to r.on~true
biolJg ir.ally determined dif'ferenr.es in the potential
intellentuality of dif'fere nt rar.es are ill-f'ounded,
the more so, the large r t he groups that are involved ;
that an experimental quanititative determination of
ran1al intelligenne ennounters orantin ally unsurmountable diffi nulties ; and that our Judgment must be b a sed
on t h e observations of' indivi dual behavior with due
regard to t h e nultura l ba r.kground that determines the
motiva tion of a ntion."
Ra ne theref'ore does not play a part in the etiology of' morons excep t insof'ar as nultura l dif'ferenr.es
may so handir. ao a dj ustment to Amerina n ways tha t the
indivi dua l appears of l ow ment a lity.
Re gional.

Sev er a l regiona l studies have s h own

that isol a ted r ur a l groups make a very inf'erior sh owing on intelli gence tests a s r.ompare d with group s in
the l a r ge nities.

An example of' t h is 1s shown by

Hirsnh ('28 ) in wh inh he demonstr a ted th a t the me a n IQ

""'Il
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on the Dearborn Test f'or 904 sr.hool r.hildren in 29
nounty sr.hools in the East Kentur.ky mountains was
72.5.

Children f'rom the same area attending private

schools sr.ored an average 84.6 IQ.

A genetir. inter-

pretation would have to put nearly half' of' the r.ountry
r.hildren down as hereditary morons whir.his not in
line with other studies on intelligenne at all.
So undoubtedly , the environmental imnoverishment in
both r.ountry and priva te sr.hool situations is largely
responsible for these low results..,

This o+- nou:i:-se

raises the oroblem as to t he differenr.e in behavior
between the moron who is largely hereditarily produced
as against the one r.aused primarily by envir-onmental
diff'iculties~

While there are no

~~1~e

studies on

this problem , one gains the impression that the environmentally deoressed individual will have an all
around perf'ormanr.e better than the one with the poor
heredity.

If' a representative samole of the off'soring

of the depressed r.ountry r.hildren r.ould be plar.ed in
a stimulating environment with their siblings as
r.ontrols, a r.ri tir.al e .xoeriment in nature-nurt ure
ef'-Per.ts r.ould be narried out.
Diff'erenr.es between areas sur.h as northern and
southern.s tates are not great on good intelligenr.e tests.
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'---"

The di f'f'erentl al in c ·ll ture and qualit y of' environment
anpear responsible f'or most of' the difi"erenr.es .
Socio-er.onomir. ,

The childrens intelligence may

be r.orrel ated with the -ra vher ' s or.1;upation and with the
edur.ationa l level

o+'

the parents.

Socio-economic

f'actors f'orm a complex and two studies will be presented to represent the contribution to moron et:l.ology
f'rorn this +'ield.
(Paterna l vocati on)

Osborn ( ' 40 ) has a tabula.-

tio n s howi ng the imnortanr. e of' paternal vor.ation as
related to children's IQ.

-

'---"

Investigator

School Group

Test

Goodenough

Preschool
18 to 54 mos.
Elementary
Grades 1 to 8
Elementary
Grades 3 to 8

Kuhlman-Binet

-Dexter
-

Hagge rt y-Nash

Dearborn Nat ' l
Intelligence
Hag-Delta 2

Prof'essional
IQ
125 - - -- Business, semi-pro+'essi onnl , clerical
120
115

Unskilled l abor
110
105
100
95
.I

'-._./

90
85

Farmers
(N 3,098)

""11111
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Osborn goes on to explain that this does not mean
that unskilled laborers for example, are produ~lng
primarily inferior intelligenr.e but rather that the
r.hildren f'rom ear.h of these broad or1r,.upational groups
form bell shaped distribution r.urves whir.hare similar
exr.ept that the means are at different levels,

.

There-

fore, morons may r.ome from any or.r.upational group
but as the mean sinks the frequenr.y of' inadequate
mflntality increases.
(Parental education)

Bayley and Jones ( 1 37)

studied the parental edur.ation correlati~ns with
offspring intelligenr.e in a group of children from
infanr.y to six years.

Using a pre-school group the

leveling effer.t of formal education is minimized,
They found a lack of relationF h i p until a,f'ter 18 months
of age.

At 24 months and after , up to 72 months, the

correlations ranged ~ram .40 to .58 with mother's edur.ation; from .21 to .53 with father's education and
-Prom .38 to .59 with rnidparent e dur.at i on.

They r.on-

r.luded that, "The increasing r.orrespondenne between
mental snore and environmental ~ariables is not ner.essarily attributable to the influenr.e of the environment ; it may equally well be a phenom~non o~ in~ant
develooment , that inherited parent-nhild resemb lanr.es
~

~
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benome evident only a~ter a nertain stage in the prones s o-r maturation has been rea0.hed.

Evidenne nan

be adduned in ~avor o-r ear.ho~ these interpretations;
the probability is that eanh has some validity, and
that the growth o-r r.hildren involves both an innreasing
assimilation o-r environmental pressures and an innreasing manif'estation o~ nomplex here ditary potentialities."
Future.

For the -ruture o-r groun f'antors one must

turn to birth rates and projented nhan ges in surroundings.
Birth rates.

The important birth rate di-r-rer-

entials are in the sonio-enonomin and edunational
f'antors.

Ranial ~enundity either white bl a nk or

native -roreign does not vary en ou gh to be signif'ina nt
however, the Indians and Mexir.ans are innre a sing more
rapi dly than any other groups a nd b enause o-r their
low cultural level t h is -rertilit y is o-r some imp ortanne in innreasin g the moron number.
The Na tional Health Survey -rur nishe d material
on a bo ut 600,000 -remales a ge 15 t o 44 years, residing
in over 80 ni ties giving a represe n~ative sample o-r the
urban p onulati on.

From t his Karpi nos a nd Kiser (' 39)

put -rorth s ome important tabul a tions on f'ertility,

as relate d t o inn ome and edunat ion o-r these women.

_.
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Birth Rates
Fertility rates
-ror all women
15 to 44
Annua l Family Innome
All innomes
$3 ,000 and over
55
2,000 to 2,999
73
1,500 to 1,999
85
1,000 to 1,499
107
Under 1,000
Non-relie-r
116
On relie1"
175
Edunational Attainment
Col l ege
High Snhool
7th or 8th Gra.de
Under 7th Grade

Reproduntion
Net Rates

69
95
125
146

.70
.42
.55
• 63

• 75
.96

.52
.68
.86

.97

Benause low mentality is assoniated with inferior enonomin nonditions and poor e dunational bankground it is to be expented under greater fertility
by this group that moroninity will innrease.

However ,

there are no adequate studies to determine the d1Rtribution of births annor ding to the intelligenne of' the
parents in the low enonomin and low edunation groups.
Consequently, they may be reoroduning unif'ormly, or
from the low hereditary elements primarily or f'rom
the superior genetin elements.

Furthermore there

are substantial indi na tions that with the f'urther
spr ead of birth control, whinh appears inevitable,
social nl a ss differennes in births will na r ~ow.
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Consequently, the evaluation o~ the ~uture o~ the
sor.io-er.onomic and the education -far.tors in the etiology
o-f moro ns is somewhat in doubt and will have to await
~urther studies and developments.
Environment.

As to the -future o-f the environ-

mental -far.tors it would appear -fr om the general trend
towards soci alization, the rer.ent emphasis esper.ially
by the Iowa studies on the imnortanr.e o-r mental stimulation in intelligence and the oromise o-f national
prosperity that r.hildren will have greater opportuhity
-for good environments and those with poor native endowment will rer.eive more attention to their developmental needs.

There-fore, while the hereditary

-fa.r.tor in moron produr.tion appears to be inr.reasing
somewhat, there is a counter balancing agent in the
improve ment o-f environment.
This -finish es t h e sention on group -rantors.
GENETIC ME CHANISMS.

In vie w o-f the nonr.lusion

that the large r p art of intell i genr.e is the result
o-f hereditary mer.hanisms it becomes necessary to look
into the genetln hyp~theses involved in the naturenurture problem.

Conrad and Jones ( 1 40) have a conden-

sed discussion o-f this tapir. -from whir.h mos t o-r this
ser.tion will be taken.

Ther e are -five main theories:

~
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sex linkage, blending, Hurst's theory, dominance and
partial dominanr.e.
Sex-linka~.

Several studies have shown a dis-

roportionate greater per cent of boys than girls at
the extremes of intelligence which suggest some correlation between intelligence and sex, at least at the
extremes.

.

But intelligence is not inherited as a

purely sex-linked charact eristic for these reasons;
"(a) purely sex-linked inheritanr.e would imply a definitely higher mean for males than females (whir.his
not found), and (b) purely sex-linked inheritance would
•. . . • imply certain correlational relations , whir.h
are not observed • • • • If sex-linkage or.curs in the
inheritance of human intelligence , it apparently involves to o small a number of genes observably to
disturb the autosomal statistical ~elationships, even
if it should increase t he proportion of ver y bright
males.

11

Blending.

"In inher i tanr.e of' the type known as

'ble nding ', the heterozygote, or hybrid, is, on the
average , in t ermediate between t h e two par ents.

The

theory of blending ar.r.ords well with certain observed
far.ts; namely, the far.t that offspring intelligence
correlates equally with intelligence of the superior

,,,.
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versus the in~erior o+- two parents .

..

• and also

equally (when allowanr.e is made +-or the di+-+-erenr.e
in parental variability) with the more deviate versus
the less deviate o+- an unselected adult group .

.

..

There are, however , two salient ~ar.ts o~ +-amilial resemblanr.e with wh ir.h the blending theory is at varlanne.

11

They are the regression phenomenon a nd the

~allur e to oredir.t the sibling or parental norrelatlons.
Annordlng to the blending theory 1-r one parent
had an IQ o+- 70

+-or example and t h e other 90, their

o+-~spring would be exoented to nluster around 80 IQ.
Antually the children o~ deviates ~rom the norm tend
to approanh the mean o+- the population so in our example the children would have a mean o~ greater than
80.

This is regression •
"Furthermore, the blending theory does not lead

to the pa rental or sibling r.orrelations antually observed unless one assumes (what is generally r.ontrary
to the +-a nt) that mating is completely nonselentive.

11

Antual marital coe+-~ir.ient +-or inte l ligenr.e is around
• 52.
11 • • •

the parent-o+-+-sprlng norrelation, p, as

compu ted by his [fisher 1918] +-ormula, would be • 72,
whereas our antual parent-o+-+-spring r is not .72,
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but .49.

The blending theory evidently leads to a

value of' p, the parental norrelation, f'ar in exr.ess
of' the value antually observed.
"The blending theory f'a.ils equally to oredint the
sibling r.orrelation.

For the sibling oorrelation

(symbolized by f'), the f'ormula as given by Fisher
would yield

f'

equals .71, but our ar.tual sibling r

is not .71; it is .49.

Again, the blending theory

leads to a value f'ar in exr.ess of' the value ar.tually
observed.

Ar.nording to Fisher's f'orrnulas, then, the

blending theory f'ails by a very wide margin, to predict either the parental or the sibling r's.

Nor can

this f'ailure be assigned to Fisher's f'ailure to nonsider
other than random environment a l inf'luenr.es.

The ef'f'ent

of' systematin environmental dif'f'erenr.es , r.orrelated with
the individual's native level of' intelligenne, should
ordinarily be exper.ted to raise parental and sibling
r's above the genetic level (or, at any rate, not to
lower them below the genetin level).

If' this be so,

then the taking into anr.ount of' systema tir. environmental
dif'f'erenr.es in the f'ormulas nould not lower the exper.ted r's annording to the blending theory, but might
raise them--to a level even f'arther above the antual,
empirir.al val ue of' .49.

""'1111111
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"Both, then, on the ground of' f'ailure to nredir.t
the ernpirir.al sibling or parent a l r's, and the f'ailure
to predint or explain the phenomenon of' regression,
an unqualif'ied blending theory o-r human inheritance
o-r intell igenr.e is seriously def'ir.ient. . . . 'Blending' may, in truth, play some part in sur.h inheritanr.e;
but the blending theory by 1 tsel f' is rdearly inadequate!'
Hurst's theori.

This hypothesis involves a major

pair o-r genes, Nn, and f'ive minor pairs of' genes,
Aa, Bb, Cr., Dd and Ee.

Any individual with NN or Nn

is normal, that is N is a dominant gene f'or normal
intelligenne.

The minor pairs serve to modi~y the

ma j or pair only when it is nn so that as long as there
is an N in the majors, t h e minors have no inf'luenze.
When the condition is nn, the minors determine the
intelligence so that a (nn) (aa,bb,r.n,dd,ee) would
be the lowest intelligence in this system and a
(nn) (AA,BB, CC,DD,EE), would be the highest intelligenne with all the ranges in between being made by
various <'lOmbinations of' the rn inor genes.
"Ar.<'lording to Hurst's theory, when two nn individuals mate . • • the of'f'spring should, on the average,
be e qual to the midpar e nt.

We know however, that

unless the midparent be at the mean, the average of'f's pring is typir.ally not at the midparental, but at

,...
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a regressed value . . . • Sinne Hurst . . . had nJt put
his theory to an independent test, and sinne the t heory
is not in annord with the known ~ants of regression,
it is impossible to annept Hurst's st atement that the
theory fits the far.ts."
Dominanne.

There are two nonsidera t ions, regres-

sion and offspring variation.
Regression.

"One of the defe~ts of the 'blending '

theory of inheritance, as has been noted , is its failure to predint or explain the phenor.e.non of regression.
Regression nan be readily explained, however , by the
supoosition of renessive allelomorphs of dominant genes .
~n allelomorph is one of a pair of genes through
whinh alternative pairs of mendelian nharanters are
inheritedJ

If extreme individuals (whether bright

or dull) narry a large proportion of rer.essive (or partially renessive) genes for a multiple -far.t or trait,
the offspring of sunh individuals may be expented,
on the average , to suffer regression toward the mean
and the gre a test regression to be shown by offspring
from the most recessive-laden (most extreme) parents .
In terms of nurrent genet in theory, the phenomenon
of regression seems to require the assumpt1Jn that
proximity t o the mean is an essentially dominant

~
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r.haracteristic.

11,

To test the theory of dominanne it ls helpful
to r.ompare the theoretical with the actual.

"The cor-

relation between husbands and wives in the present
sample (Fisher's u) 1s .52.

Applying this figure

in Fisher's own +-ormulas f'or p, and f, and assuming,
for simplicity, that c-1 equals 1.00 (meaning absence
of environmental effects), and c-2 equals 2/3 (meaning
per~ent dominance), we find that f equals .532 and
p equals .507.

11

This approximates the antual values

and suooorts the theory.
Offspring variation.
must be considered.

Anothertha,se of this problem

Based on t he +'ant

o-P

regression,

proximity to the mean ls an essentially dominant characteristic.

"If' this is so, then, particularly with

homogamous mating, we may expent t hat of'+'snring from
the relatively dominant parents at or nea~ the mean
should display comparatively little variation.

The

greatest va riation of' offspring should be expected not
nerhaps at either extreme o-r lntelligenne--the extremes
of intelligence may be anproaching renessive homozygosity, which, in connection with homogamy, might
result in restricted variation o-r o+'f'spring--but somew·here between the central tendency of' the group and
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the extremes."
SunDort t"or this corollary of' dominanne is not
t"orthr.oming f'rom actual studies whinh

11 • •

app ear

det"initely contrary t0 the theory of' complete dominance,
and, in proportion, also to the theory ot" inr.omnlete
or partial dominance.

This oonnlusion is, of' nourse,

dependent on the assumption that parents t"arther away
t"rom the rane-mean are det"initely more renessive laden
than parents at or near the mean.
Partial dominanne.

11

It" nomplete dominanne is not

adequate , what about a modit"ication?
Theory.

The correlational consequenr.es ot" d1t"t"er-

ing degrees either ot" dominance or homogamy nan be
determlned t"rom Fisher's t"ormulas.

"The general

hypothesis underlying his t"ormulas is that, in the
absenne ot" systematir., dif't"erential,environmental
int"luenr.es, only three t"ar.tors need be r.onsidered
in order to predir.t or exulain the r.orrelati~ns between
relatives; namely, the merital r.oet"t"inient (u), random
et"t"ents of' environment (r.-1), and the degree of" dominance (r.-2).

Apart t"rom the in t rinanies ot" the math-

ematinal derivations, Fisher's method is to t"ind, on
the basis ot" the marital norrelation (u), the parental
correlation (p), and the sibling or t"raternal norrelation

~
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(f), the values o~ the two r.onstants , c-1 and n-2,
sunh that the parental and sibling r.orrelatlons are
reproduned with minimal error.

These v a lues of r.-1

and n-2 are then aoplied in other formulas, to predir.t other anr.estral and nollateral norrelations,
sunh as the grandparental , the avunnular, and the
cousinship.

If the predintions of these other relations

are norrent (within the sampling error), it may oroperly
be said that Fisher's hypothesis and formulas have
nroved adequate in those resoents, though not nenPssarily in all other respents.

11

"The signifir.anr.e of Fisher's meth0d, from the
point of view of the heredity-envir onment issue in
human intelligenr.e , is that it undertakes to ar.nount
for the observed familial norrel a tions on what is
virtually a purely hereditary basis.

The only envir-

onment a l effents recognized in Fisher's formulas are
the r andom influenr.es represente d by c-1--'random'
in the sense that they are uncorrelated with the hereditary value of the trait in question ; that is, with
the value of the trait in a 'standard' normal environment • • • in the case of human intelligenr.e, whir.h
ls presumably only moderately sensitive to a rather
wide variety of differential environmental far.tors,
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substantial nounterbal ancing of' random inf'luenr.es
is to be exper.ted.

If' this be so, then n-1, t h e only

environmental f'ar.tor in Fisher's f'ormul a s, is likely
to be of' only sli ght signif'ina nce.
"Sinr.e, in the s amole we are using, systematin
environment a l f'antors have n0t exerted any observable
dif'f'erential inf'luenne • • . it anpears reasonable to
supuose that the net ef'f'ent of' the random environmental
f'antors must be v ery small, partinularly sinne sunh
random f'antors, •• are likely to be substantially
nounterbalanr.ing.

It appears f'airly saf'e, then, to

assume that the value of' n-1 is not very f'ar f'rorn
1.00 (whir.h is the va lue n-1 t akes in the nomplete

absenne of' random environmental ef'f'ents), and probably
not below, say, • 95."
Validat ing theory.

"With the value of' n-1 thus

independently approximated, thr~e tests of' the adequany of' Fisher's f'ormu las ber.ome possible.
1. We may nompute the v a l ue of' c-2 f'rom the
f'ormul a f'or t h e parental norrelation, p, and predint
the f'raternal norrel a tion, f'; the norrespondenr.e
betwe en predinted and ar.tual values of'
the adequany of' th e method • • . •

f'

1s a test of'
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2. We may nompute the value of' n-2 ~rom either
(a) the formula f'or the parental r.orrelation, p, or
(b) the f'ormula for the fraternal correlation,

f:

agreement of' the values of' c-2 from these two nalculations would be nonf'irm~tory of' Fisher's theory.
3. With the aid of the produr.t of' n-1 n-2 (computed
f'rom the f'ormula for p), we may calculate the value of'
n-1 f'rorn the formula f'or f'; agreement of the calculated

value of' c-1 with our indeoendent estimate of' its value
orovides the last test of the theory."
The tests.
11

1. By using the f'ormula f'or parent-of'f'soring

norrelation, we find n-2 equals .679.

Anolying this

value of c-2 in the formula for the fraternal norrelation, we f'ind f equals .507, wh ich is in good
agreement with the empirical value, .49 • . • . We
seem justified in concluding, then, that the fraternal
correlatio~ has been predicted, with qualif'ied suncess,
on the basis of Fisher's -rormulas.

It must be noted,

however, that such success as the ~ormulas have had
1n the present instanne springs not from application
of' the concept of incomplete dominanr.e--our value of'
c-2, .679, is practically identical with that f'or
perfect domtnanr.e, or 2/3--but rather from the full

,,.
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and explicit renognition in Fisher's f'ormulas of' the
inf'luenne of' the ma rital noef'f'inient, u.
11

2. From the f'ormula f'or the parental correlation

we f'ind c-2 equals .679, as bef'ore.

From the f'ormula

f'or the f'ratern al correlat ion, we compute c-2 equals
.637.

These two v a lues, .679 and .637, are in reas~n-

ably f' a ir agreement.
11

3. As a f'inal test, we calnulate the value of'

(n-1 c-2) f'ro m the f'ormula f'or p, and thenne the value
of' n-1 f'ro m the f'ormula f'or

~

• . . • From such cal-

nulations we obtain c-1 equals .88 , a value def'initely
below our inde pende n t estimate of' the value of' n-1,
but by no means so f'ar below as to justif'y casual
dis missal.

Our con clusion 1s, as bef'ore, that the

present data provide partial, but certainly not unqualif'ied, support f'or Fisher's f'o~mulas and their
underlying theory."
Evaluation.

Further observat i ons on Fisher's

theory see m indica ted.

"First, the theory ef'f'ers

little help on the dilemma presented earlier, f'or if'
Fisher's c-2 equals 1.00 (represent ing oerf'ent blending), the objection concerning regression apolies;
if' n-2 equals 2/3 (reoresenting Derf'ect domin a nce),

the ob j ection concer ning const a ncy of' of'f'soring

~
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variability applles; ,/tereas 1 f' r.-2 1s intermediate
(re nres enting inr. omplete dom1nanr.e), the ob .ler.t1on
r.onr.ern1ng regression me.y be met, but that r.onr.erning
of'fspr1ng-var1ab111ty is not~

Ser.end, the assumption

by Fisher of a very large number of far.tors or genes,
'suffir.iently numerous to allow us to negler.t r.ertain
small quantities' will probably appear questionable to
some genetir.ists, who may r.onsider this assumption of
greater statistir.al r.onvenienr.e than biologir.al verisimilitude.

Third, and f'lnally--what is perhaps ulti-

mately most important--Fisher's theory seems to lar.k
r.lose r.ontar.t with what have been thus far the two mainstays of' the scienr.e of genetir.s; namely, r.ytologir.al
researr.h and experiment a l breeding, nor has . his theory
produr.ed helpful suggestions f'or SUl"\h sr.ientifir. work."
"After all possible r.ritir.isms have been made, we
must r.onr.lude that, at least as a pplied in the present
instanr.e, the Fisher formulas do have fair predir.tive
power, that they d o sur.r.eed moderately well in ar.r.ouhting f'or the observed familial relations in terms solely
of thethree far.tors, u (th e marital r.orrelation) ,
r.-1 (random environmental effer.ts), a nd r.-2 (degree
of' dominanr.e), 11

,...

SPECIFIC CAUSES
Sper.if'ir. or ser.ondary etiologir.al f'ar.tors are
divided into strur.turc:11, physiologir.al, pathologlr.al,
mongolism and rare types.
STRUCTURAL.

The three imnortant strur.tural de-

f'er.ts f'or morons are birth injuries, hydror.enhalus and
mir.ror.ephaly.
Birth injuries.

Dayton ( 1 30) in a review of'

over 20,000 retarded r.ases, f'ound n0 s1gnif'ir.ant inr.rease of' abnormal labor in f'eeble-minded groups over
that of' normal groups.

He f'urt he r r.onr.lud.ed that

abnormal lat-or was probably important in r.hildren
whose IQ was below 29 ~D 80 to 90 rather than the usual
types of' mental d e f'ir.ienr.y.

Conse quently this far.tor

i s ver y small in t he m1ron group.

Sherman ( 1 45) states

that der.reasea. mentality results r.hief'ly f'rom gross
hemorrhage and that the evidenr.e f'or punr.tate hemorrhage
is not suf'f'ir.ient to establish it as a cause.

Cerebral

anemia he did not r.onsider as being of' any sign1f'1r.anr.e
in mental def'ect.
Hrdror.ephalus.

This r.onditon if' marked will pro-

duce mental damage, however, the un arrestd r. ases usually
are dead by the f'ourth year of' lif'e.

Those which

arrest early show no interf'erance with development.
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There are a f'ew whinh a rrest betwe e n these levels but
the numbers are not very sigini~in a nt in relation to
the total amount of' f'eeble-mindedness.
Minronepha.lus.

Sherman (t45) goes on f'urther to

poiht 01J t t h at microcephalics a.re usually imbeciles
or idiots, so this f'ar.tor is not imoortant in the
etiolo gy of' morons.
PHYSIOLOGICAL.

Th ere are two ma in types, thP-

cret i ns and the epileptics.
Cretins.

This conditon while uncommon, the group

itself' has a high percenta ge of' morons.

Bruch and Mr.

Cune ( 1 44) reported the f'ol l owing f' lndings af'ter a
study on twenty-three cretin children.

All but two

of' t h e p a tients were nonsidered ade quately treated.
Their mean IQ was 62.2; eleven out

of

twenty-thre e

were in the 50 to ?O IQ group and the y r a nged f'rom
IQ 21 to 109.

As to the ef'f' ect of' therapy and i n-

telli gence they r eported:
Number
16
?

13
4

6

Continu_!.!l of' the£~l
Regular
Irregular
Age at starting therapy
Before one year of' a ge
Between one and t h ree years
Af'ter the t hird birthday

IQ
68.4
61.0

64
59
60

While there was no control of' untreated cretins
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1 t is presumed that they would. be considerably lower
in lntelligenr.e.

Consequently, therapy started some-

where along in the r.ourse o~ the disease tends to
keep the IQ up and thereby produr.e a mean in the moron
range.

As to their progress under treatment, nart o~

them had a r egular but slow mental development, others
name to an early arrest o~ mentality and a ~ew grew
along the line o~ normal intelligenne.

We may r.onr.lude

then that congenital hypothyroidism is an important
sper.1~ir. ~ar.tor in moronic1ty .
Epilepsy.

Lennox ('41) writes about the inr.1denr.e

o~ mental de~ect in the epilept1r.s as ~ollows, "0¥
.

1,640 r.lin1c and private patients with 'es sential '
epilepsy, 67 per oent were nlassed as mentally normal,
23 per r.ent as slightly subnormal, 9 per r.ent as
de~ i nitely deteriorated and 1 per r.ent as markedly
deteriorated."

Thus it is seen that the incidenr.e o~

moroninity is de~initely higher in the euileptir.s than
the general population.

He divides the r.auses o~ this

mental de~ir.lenr.y into ~ive grouns; assor.lated r.ongenital, brain in j ury, seizures, drugs and environmental.
Primary hereditary mental de~er.t may ocr.ur independently o~ epilepsy; however, it 1s rer.o gnized that
the greater the mental de~ent the higher the 1nr.idenr.e
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of epilepsy.

Of' a representative group of' inf'ants

mentally abnormal at birth, the innidenne of epilepsy
in their relatives wa s twine that of' normal inf'ants.
Appare ntly in some cases both t h e epilepsy a nd def'entive mentality have their origins in defective heredity
and are not mutually dependent.
About brain injury Lennox writes that if' the per~
son~ mental endowment is good, the brain nan endure
an extraordinary amount of' dama ge without serious
effect on mentality even though epileosy may be produC'\ed.
Seizures are important in the etiology of' mental
def e ct.

The grand mal, psyr.hir. seizures, status

epilepticus and mixed types will damage mentality
while peti t mal is innonuous.

"Among patients who

seemed ment ally normal at birth, but had had mor e t han
1,000 grand mal nonvulsions, 46 per C'\ent were mentally
normal, wh ereas amon g t h ose who h ad had mor e than
1,000 petit mal, 83 per nent were normal • • . • Status
epileptiC'\US is of'ten aC'\C'\Ompa nie d by . depressed mentality."
The a ge of' ons e t of seizures made no dif'f' erence in
the mentality; however, the longer the duratio n of'
epilepsy the gre a ter t h e number affected so tha t by
fifteen ye ars or more of epilepsy, 55 to 70 per C'\ent
were subnormal, Lennox ( 1 42)
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Drugs o~ a sedative nature wil l slow down mentality
t o the point o~ apne aring d e ~iclent; however, with
cessation o~ the dr ug, intelligenr. e is restored.
Due to his epilep sy t h e patient may r eceive psychological and social mistreatment so t h at h e lives i n
a mentally impoverish ing environment result i ng in
a loss o~ mental keeness.

PATH OLOGICAL.

The i mnortant p a tholo gical types

are en ceph alitis and syphilis.
Enr.e2halitis.

From Dawson's ( 1 31) report on

53 r.ases o~ e ncephalitis lethargir.a may be gath ered

up the ~ol l owing ~act s .

Their t e sting pr one edures

starte d a ~ter t h e dise a se h ad started so i n order to
get s ome idea o~ t h e mental l evel ~r om whir.h the patients start ed h e matr.h ed 29 patients with 29 siblings
and ~o u nd the sibling IR or I Q to be 96.93.
First I Q test g2ve me a n o~

83.87

27 patients teste d less t h an 12 mos.

8 8 .55

a~ter star t o~ disease
26 tested 12 to 72 mos. a~ter
start o~ dise a se

79. 0 0

Ser. end te s t gave mean IQ o~

73.82

Mean test r etest interval 25. 8 mos.
Range 8 to 68 mos. 25% within
1 8 to 30 mos.
21 or 39.6 per cent had IQ less than

70

38 or 71.7 per cent had IQ less than

80

Lowest IQ

43
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From this data it can be nonn l uded that encephalitis lethargina ~edunes the intelligenne o~ normal
peoule markedly, so munh so that about two-~if'ths
o~ them f'all in the f'eeble-minded group whinh is turn
is divided into morons and imbeciles, there being no
idiots, here.
Dawson summarizes his work by writing, "In view
o~ variations in the length of' the periods during
whinh the patients were under observation and in the
length of' the intervals between the ons et o~ the illness and the f'irst test, and of' the intervals between
the tests themselves, in view also of' the slight v ariations in I.R.

[rQJ,

that are present with normal

development, it does not seem possible to draw anyting
more than a general impression f'ro m. these tables,
the impression that about 20 oer cent. esnaned without
any apparent deterioratio n of' intelligenne, that most
of' the uatients suf'f'er ed a greater or less arrest of'
mental development, that some af'ter their ar rest seemed
to resume at a lower level (i.e. t hey maintained their
new I.R.), that some made no progr8ss wh a t ever, and
th&t the gene ral nharanteristin
whole was a very serious a~rest.

of'

the group as a
It should be reoeated

t hat on an nount of' our i gnor e nne o~ the I. R.s of' t he
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patients be~ore the onset o~ their illness we nannot
tell with nertainty the ant ual amount of' the detertoration due to the illness."
Sherman ( 1 45 ) nonnluded th 3 t epidemin ennephalitis
results in a large proportion of' nh1ldren under six
years o~ age benom ing mentally reta~ied to all degrees.
If' the attank 1s af'ter the six to seven yea~ age, there
is little retardation.

Personality nhanges are more

r.ommJn than intellentual regression.
Sypgilis. Dayton ( 1 25) in a study of' 9,180 mental
def'entives round that 5.4 per r.ent have oositive WasQermanns while 16,156 non-def'er.tive r.hildren had
4.0 perr.en t with positive Wassermanns.

60 cases

An analysis o~

with positive Wassermanns showed that 50 oer

r.ent of' the r.ases other f'ar.tors existed whir.h might
have caused the mental def'inienr.y.

He theref'ore,

r.onnluded that nongenital lues is not of' great importanr.e as a nausative f'a~tor in f'eeble-mindedness.
Paddle ( 1 34) wrote that or those def'e~tives with r.ongenital lues about ~if'teen ner r.ent were morons.
M0NG 'LS.

The mongols have a median IQ of' 40 to 50

with a f'ew up int') the moron 1:"ange and unnommonly below 30 IQ.

Tennies ( 1 43) stated that only 1.7 per nent

of' mongols r~ar.h the moron level.

Their mental growth
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1s b a lanned and regular; they have easy going personalities whinh aids adjustment but their motor noordinatinn and f'unntinn is poor.

They nonstitute about

f'ive per nent of' the institutional DOpulation f'or the
f'eeble-minded.

There ant ual f're quenny has not been

annurately established as Sherma n ( 1 45) oointed out.
~RE TYPES.

Th is nla s s if'ination nonstit u tes a

waste basket f'or the unnomTI1on causes of' mental def'1n1enny.

Of' these we may mention amaurotin f'amily

1d1ony wh ~ a r e all below the moron level; d1f'f'use
snlerosis were the mental retardation is overshadowed
by the neurol~ginal f'indings; tuberous snlerosis whinh
1s very rare and the y usually die y oung; nerebral
palsy in whinh true mental depression 1s unnommon;
pituit a ry 1nsuf'f'1ciency; and oxynephaly;
ohr e nia phenylpyruvina.

and oligo-

CHAPTER IV
CLINICAL APPLICATION
A study of' the etiologir.a.l f'ar.tors in mental
retardation may be applied to determining the r.ause
o~ mental def'er.t in patients, explaining the situation to the parents and in the therapy.
DETERMINING ETIOLOGY.

In handling mental def'er.t-

ives as in the rest of medir.ine there is the r.ommon
problem of' establishing the r.ause +'or a single nase.
Obviously, statistir.al pror.eedures are of' little help,
however, a study of' etiology should lead to a rational
aporoar.h to this problem.

The patient, usually a

r.hild, ls brought to the dor.tor ber.ause he appears
retarded or abnormal.

A history and physical with

a mental status will usually bring out whether the

r.hild is really retarded or has some sensory and or
motor loss or an emotional disturbanr.e.

If' def'ir.ient,

the mental level r.an be anproximated and any sper.1f1r.
r.ausative agents nan usually be diagnosed readily.
This to be +'ollowed by any ner.essary laboratory r.onfirmation.

If a sper.iflr. r.ause is +'ound, psyr.hometrir.

examinations are indir.ated to give more ar.r.urar.y in
evaluating the patient.

If' the individual sho~ nothing
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but primary mental definiennY, psynhologinal examinations
are to be given .

The intelligenne o+- the parents

and the mental growth value o+- the nhild's surroundings
should be estimated for their nontributory element
in retardation.

From this evidenne and a knowledge

of etiology a satisfantory explanation O! the patients
lank ot' mentality nan usually be given and rational
nare a nd treatment instituted.
PARENTAL ADV I SE.

The paren ts naturally wonder

if something is wrong with their nonstl.tutiJn and lt'
they non t ributed to their nhilds definienny.

Fort-

unately most parents o+- the feeble-minded are normal
or superior and to these people a moron or worse nan
b~ expl a ined as a deviation or "annident" in heredity
or the result of disease as a "nat ural " onnuranne.
They should understand that they may have more nhildren
with full expentanny ot' their being normal benause
of the unusualness of de~inienny from this groun in
relation to the total number of offspring.

In those

parents where the mother is syphilitin; where they are of
defentive or subnormal mentality t h emselves; or where
the~e 1s a strQng familial 11neany, unusually high
t'requenn y of defent in the family tree or nonsanquinity
there nannot t:e the frank "go ahead" on more nhildren.

,,,.
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.T he syph111 tins must, of' course, be treated.,
For those of' mild subn0rmal mentality, advir.e on f'enundity ber.ause of' the etiologinal 1"ar.tors in the
intelligenne of' their of'f'spring would be more philosophir.al than snientif'inally r.onclusive.

For the

moron group and a f'ew of' the lmber.lles who are capable
of' reprodur.lng while in sonlety,

the na ture-nurture

eleme n ts result in r.hildren with a mean IQ around 80
and about a tenth to a fifth of them f'eeble-mlnded,
mostly in the moron group.

From these results and the

low sonlo-enonomir. status assoniated with low mentality
it anpears wise to at least partially restrir.t reproduntio n in this group.

Those J5arents who h ave strong

f'arnilial tendennies towards mental def'ent, the risks
involved f'or f'urther r.hildren must be nointed out to
them and the f'inal denision lef't uo to the parents.
THERAPY.

An understanding of the et i ology f'orms

the basis upon whinh to proneed with treatment.

In,.,

the nature-nurture norons it nan be nonnluded that
training has a signif'inant improvement ef'f'ent on intelligenne and thereby, presumably on the total adjustment.

However, it is also seen that the Primary

far.tor in retardation is hereditary whinh f'or the
individual is immutable and nonsequently not to rnunh

,,,.
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nan be exper.te d ~rom environmental or theraneutir.
measures so that proter. tive or r.ustodial measures
may be needed.

]n the sper.i~ir. ~ar.tor group, cretins,

epileptir.s and syphilitir.s stand out as diseases for
whir.h treatment is spenifir. and rienessary to allay
mental retardation.

In those r.onditions ~-Or whir.h

there is no sper.i~ir. therapy, this ~ant must be gotten
over to the parents, and proper training and r.ustodial
r.are instituted.

It should be added that sor.ial sr.1enr.e

needs an understanding o~ the ori gin o~ the mentally
in~erior so that their sor.ial wel~are work may be
intelligently applied.
The physi r.ian, o~ r.ourse, uses the utmost t ar.t
in presenting these rather unsympathetir. ~ants of
etiolo gy so that emotionalism will not sweep away the
possibility o~ a rational r.onstrur. t ive attitude towards
the defer.tive and any subsequent r.hildren.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI ':NS

SUMivIARY
The aim of this thesis has been to present and
evaluat e the important etiologinal far.tors in mental
retardation with special emphasis on the nausative
agents for morons.

The problem has been divided into

an introduction, h istory, definition and nlassifination,
etiological far.tors, and r.l i ninal apnlir.ation.
INTRODUCTI ON .

"Natural" stupidity is an lmoortant

problem to physir.ians, educators, eugeninists and
finally to soniety in general.

About two per nent of'

t he population is mentally deficient and a.bout half'
of these are morons.

There are t,.wir.e as many morons

in the nountry as there are diabetics.

Most of' the

mildly retarded ar e free in the communit y trying to
make an adjustment.

It is seen that only about one-

fifth of' this group made

an adequate adjustment;

however, as training and care are improved t h e adjustment 1s bettered.
HIST ORY.

The Greer.ians a nd Romans had a prar.tir.al

attitude towards the feeble-minded.

The Middle Ages

~
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were supernaturalistic about the matter.

Then snienne

bename r.urious about mentality along about the eighteenth r.entury.

Then f'ollowed the modern oeriods

starting with Darwin's, Galton's, Dugdale's and other
studies in the latter half' of' the nineteenth nentury.
Then name the Alarmist era f'r om 1900 to 1920 when the
f'eeble-minded __were blamed f'or everything.

Fo llowing

this, a more realistir. evaluation of' the nauses and
consequences of' mental def'ect; a proness still going
on .

However, it may be saf'ely nonnluded that the

heredit a ry and environmental r.auses

o+'

+'eeble-minded-

ness have been ~airly well desnribed but in many r.ases
the exant menhani$m of' etiology is not r.lear .

The

f'uture o~f'ers f'urther elunidation on etiologir.al menhanisms.

DEFINITI ON AND CLASSIFICATI ON.
De+'inition.

The mind

o+'

the mentally def'entive

does not grow in the same manner or extent as that
of' the normal nh ild.

Ther e 1s unbalanned development

and uneven arrestation so that psyr.h ologir.ally IQ
runs f'r om around 70 on down, with the moron group at
50 to 70 IQ and f'unr.tionally, their mentality is usually
not ade quate to meet the na~mal sonio-enonomir. demands.
Classif'ica tion.

Feeble-mindedness may be divided
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into three groups; the nonstitutionally def'inient, the
reantiona l types which are not nonstitutional but due
to menhaninal, nhemina l and banterial f'antors, and
the degenerative types.

The etiolog'] of' morons may

be divided into two parts; the primary or nature-nurture
groups which are t h e inf'erior deviates of' the normal
menhanism of' mental inheritanne and or t ho se deoressed
by p~or environment, and the senondary or spenif'ln
groups whinh result +-rom a prenise nause usually dirently associated with +'eeble-mindedness.
ETIOLOGY.

The nausative +'a,ntors in morons are

many and nomo lex.

So munh so that at present no pre-

nise mbthematin al relati0ns nan be set uo between
nause and result, however, there a~e some strong trends
and nJnnepts that na n be relied upo n.
Nat ure-nut'ture.

The tradi tion e,l f'amillal, groun

and genetin f'antors.
Familial.

Parent-nhild correl a tions, -roster

nhildren studies, twins an 'i +'e eble-m t nded groups all
point to the dual nat ure-nurture or igin of' lntelligenne
and the importanne of' this f'antor in produning morons .
The herediatry element , however, is by f'ar the more
dominant in nroduning individual dif'f'erennes in those
-

~

situations where the environment is within the broad
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range of' normal.

Heredity anr.ounts f'or about f'our-

f'if'ths of' the variation in 1ntell1 genr.e.

Environment

benomes an important f'ar.tor in morons when it has a
low mental stimulation value, resulting in as munh
as twenty points depression o~ IQ, however, values
around ten or less are more nommon..

Thus 1 t 1s seen

tha.t the su_rroun cUngs may push a subnormal or borderline into moronlnity.

As to the r.onverse, nhildren

taken f'rom poor environments may have thei~ IQs raised
by edunation as munh as it is oossible to depress them.
That is, a+'ter IQ los s by inade quate environment o
f'ailure to i evelop prooerly f'ro m t~is nause, training
nan bring the IQ to the level at ab')ut whinh it would
have been had t he nh ild had a normal environment.
Thus heredity establishes a mean about whir.h the environment may nause f'luntu a tlon.
Group f'ar.tors.

It is seen that as narental intell-

igenne and or parental edur.ation and or sor.io-er.onomin
status and or r.ommunity quality der.lines, the innidenne
of' morons inr.reases signif'inantly.
on true intelligenne are nil.

Ranial in+'luennes

The evidenne points

to the r.onnlusion that morons come primarily f'rom
normal and borderline parental groups; that morons
and imbeniles ~ontribute a minority number of' their

the
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kind to the next generation, probably less than a fifth;
and that superior intelligence begets very few morons.
The lower half of the occupational levels are the background for most feeble-minded and the lowest or unskilled labor group contributes much more than its
proportionate share.

The low socio-economic grouns

and the low education groups with which low intelligence
is associated are reproducing remarkably faster than
the other groups.

It is presumed that the hereditary

far.tors for moroninity are increasing, however, no
conclusive study has been made.

Better environment

for all is exoected to raise IQ.
Genetic mechanisms.

There are five theories

on the genetic basis of mentality.

They are ; sex

linkage, blending, Hurst's, dominance and partial
dominanne.

The most appropriate e xplana,tion for the

usual multifactorial transmissio n of intelligence
is that of partial dominance which accounts for regression but is so~ewhat weak in explaining the constancy of offspring variation no matter where the
parental mean is.

The theory accounts for the results

but does not exnlain the precise biological mechanism.
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Senonda ry or specif'in f'actors.

These elements are

not as numerically important in mor Jnicity as the primary f'act~s..

The important nondi t ions in t h is grouo

are birth injuries, hy drocephalus, mlcrocenhaly, cretinism, epilepsy, encephalitis, syphilis and mongolism.
Eanh condition has its own etiology or etiologies.
Cretinism, epllepsy and encephalitis are import a nt f'actors f'or morons.
mental def'ect.

There are a number of' rare types of'
The immediate mechanism in causing the

mental retardation is usually more apparent than that
in nature-nurture.

These conditions usually h ave

characteristic physical f'indin gs and are readil y
dia gnosed.

They provide a nlear nut nause f'or mental

def'inienny.
CLI NICAL APPLICATI ON.

The study of' etiology

suggests a meth od of' approach in determining t h e r.ause
of' mental def'inienny in a patient.
lined.

This has been out-

Etiologinal knowledge and the study of' the

patient and h is f'amily enables one to explain to the
oarents the nause o-r the def'er.t a nd to made certa i n
renommendations to the pare nts and society about
handling and treatin g the retarded and about having
more ~h ildren in view of' t h e likelihood o~ de~ent
in them.

~
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In final summary then, it ls seen that the nauses
o~ ~eeble-mindednes s and morons in partlnular , are
multiple and nomplex and wh ile the problem is n0 t ~ully
solved there 1s su~~inient in~ormat i on to give a working n 0nne p t

0¥

etiology a nd adequate basis ¥or non-

struntive recommendati ons to parents and soniety.

,,
CONCLUSIONS
1. Aim of thesis--to determine the nausea of
feeble-mindedness with emphasis on , the etiology of
the moron group.
2. Feeble-mindedness is an important problem with
a long history.
3. Morons and their lessers are naused by the
nature-nurture nomplex or by spenific far.tors.
4. Heredity is around four-fifth s o~ the naturenurture fantor and the total nause in several spenifin
etiologies.
5. Environment causes fluntuations arou nd the
hereditary mean.
6. Certain diseases produne feeble-minde dness
nharanteristinally.
7. Somewhat mJre than half of the oarents of the
feeble-minded have normal or greater mentality.

~

CHAPTER VII
EVALUATION
In studying the literature on a topic and assembling various portions of' material into a paper , one
comes to conclusions about the literature, the method
of' approach and the adequar.y of' the dissertation.
These of' course cannot be plana:i. in the body o-r-- the
thesis itself'.

The nonsiderations involved may be

divided into an analysis of' the particular topin
chosen f'or a thesis and an appraisal of' thesis writing
in general~
EVALUATI ON OF TOPIC.

This may be broken down into

its dlsadvantages and the advantages.
D'isadvant a~ .
irreducibilit y

0¥

There are several o-f' these; namel v,

the topic, large mas s of' literature,

inr.onr.lusiveness of' the studies, soace-time limitations
to the dissertation and lack of' personal background.
Irreducibility of' the topic.

This results f'rom the

dif'f'useness in r.lassif'lcation of' retardation.

One

cannot limit the paper to one psychological class

o-r the f'eeble-minded because they merge into the r.lasses
on each side and the literature tends to deal with
tbe entire mentally def'icient group making separation

~
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by IQ levels un~easible.

The best that can be ar.r.omp-

lished is to ernphanize one group as has here been done
¥or the morons.
that

0¥

The most basic "division o-f eti ology is

nature-nurture and speni-fic ¥ar.tors.

Nature-

nurture -forms a r.omolex which to comorehend, must
be tre a ted as a whole.

The sper.i-fin -far.tors permit

good division but with a primary interest in morons
whir.hare largely nature-nurtured determined , the spec.i¥in causes ber.orne a minor -far.tor.

Furthermore in

order to get a clinical app lication o-r etiology it is
ner.essary ~o include all the important nauses o-r the
n 1ndition.

The -fundamental determining -factor in this

indi vise.bill t y is that these 1nd1 vi duals present one
outstandin g di-f-finulty to those interested; namelv ,
mental retardation and this r.omnla i nt must be t aken
un in all its rami-fir.ations to s a tis-fy the neople
involved as to the r.ause o-r the low mentality.
Large mass o-r literature.

This is a r.orolla~y

o-f the rarni-finations involved in t he topin but also ,
a res ult o-f the na tur e o-r the nroblem.

First o-f all

it is an i mportant and pressing situation deserving
o-f extensive investigation.

Secondly, the origin o-r

mental retardation is a r.omnlex phenomenon -ror whir.h
the tools o-r study are not to adequate or r.losely
anplir.able to the real situation.

For example,

the

~
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intelligenne test nannot measure nertain mental phenomenon sunh as imagination or r.onr.entration, nor r.an
it separate hereditar y ~rorn environmental components
nor r.an it be said to have close r.orrelation with the
e~~entiveness o~ mental ar.tivity in the real situation
o-f li+"e.

However, this tool is the best av a ilable f'or

measuring intelligenr.e.

Wit ~ t ~ is interest, r.ornplexity

of' the question and variability in methods , dif'f'erenr.es in opinion are natural and everv one is anxious
to get in his r.ontribution and viewnoint on the situation a nd that leads to voluminous literature.
Inr.onclusiveness of' studies.

This f'ollows t"rom

the -factors name d in the prer.eeding paragraph .

For

ex ample , in sor.io-er.onomir. studies while there are
correlations between of'f'spring lQ and parental f'ar.tors
sur.h as edunation and inr..)me, the investigaters have
not pushed on to s how the in t er r.orrelations between
o~f'spring IQ, parental sor.io-er.on ornin standing and
parental IQ ~or the s ame large gr oup as yet to my
knowledge.

Sunh inr.ompleteness leads to nompilation

of' studies in an et"f'ort to compen s ate ~or def'er.ts in
individual projer.ts, to wandering through ·the literature in searr.h of' ma terial that is 0.onr.lusive and
¥rom whinh a thesis may be supported and to being

~
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vague and putting in reservations in making connlusions.
Spane-time 11ml tatLms.

To really go into the

problem thoroughly it would be nenessary instead of'
presenting primarily nonnlusions of' authorities, to
tabulate all the de.ta of' any r.onsequenne.

Thie would

enable one to make a direr.t an~lysis on the basin
material and to nompare and nontrast the opinions and
r.ritinisms of' renognized peoole in the f'ield.

Sur.h

an approanh would go wav be y ond the time and spane
limitations of t h is thesis.
Lar.k of bankground.

The last weakness is my lar.k

of' personal experienr.e in researnh in the field and
a lar.k of a broad nlininal bankground in feeble-mindedness.

To set ones self up as a judge of researnh

methods and material, neven having done any work in
the field, seems to me to be an unwarranted assumption.
Printed material nannot substitue f'or or present all
the multitude of' detail and se:1e::>ry perr.entions wJ, ir.h
~ne gains by antua lly partinipating in a problem
and whinh are really neness1:;.ry for a good a nureniation

of the worth of' reported researnh.

This same nriti-

nism applies to the lank of nontant with nlininal cases.
From disadvantages we now go to t h e several advantages o~ the topin.
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Advanta~.

'rhese are; present debate about

natuPe-nurture, importanne of' mental retard&tion,
antive researnh in the ~ield, renogn1zed resea~nhers
and authors, in-formation sourneR are well written,
and personal inter~st and revision of' ideas.
Present debate about nature-nurture.

Intellent-

ual antivity has always been an important and interesting problem.

The snientif'in study of' intelligenne

is really rather renent and there remains a number
of' questions and re-finements to be worked out.

The

heavy emphasis olaned on the imnortanne of' a stimulating mental environment in the development of' intelligence by the Iowa workers and others has brought
renewed interest, researnh and debate on t h e naturenurture problem and in so f'ar that most of' these environmental ef'f'ents were on those on the lower side of'
intelligenne the questio n of' moroninity f'rom naturenurture has been brought into f'onus.

Consequently,

there is plenty of' renent material upon w1.., inh ta gather
f'or a thesis.
Importanne of' mental retardation.

The ~requenny

and serious consequences of' mental retardation makes
this topic o-f imn ortanne to all physlnians , and partinularly t r ose soenialists involved in the ~are o-f
('\ h11"1ren or the mentally abnormal.

Its so~iologi('\al

.,
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asner.t has probably kept it 'from a s f'ull rer.ognltlon
by t h e medlr.al prof'esslon as it needs , and there+'ore ,
s ome e mphasis on the 'feeble-minded situatio n ls indir.ated.

The negative di+'f'er ential birth rate and tend-

en0.y towar ds socialization makes t h is orob~em of' general in t erest.
Ar.tive rese a~r.h in the f'ield .

The f'ar.tors men-

tioned in t h e two prer.eedin g paragr[iphs have resulted
in t h is being an ar.tive nroble m with a substantial
amount of' r er.ent researr.h whlr.h h owever , was interrup t ed somewh at b y t h e war.

This a ctivity provides

a good literature bar.kground t'or t h e tapir..

Rer.o gnlzed researr.hers and auth ors.

There is

a sizeable and ar.tive gr oup of' rer.ognlzed researr.hers
a nd a uth ors in t h e f'ield .

By f'in d ing out who t h e "big"

people a re by t h e amount of' material put out , wh ere
it was publish ed, wh a t oth er men t hough t of' it and
what tt looke d like to me , I was able to get reliable
inf'ormat 1 on about the r. cmr.epts in t he oroblern and to
by o a s s a lot o+' mat erial wi th')u t having to wade through

it +' or any p os s ible real r.ontribution t hat a neophytir.
or s poradic au thor might have .
In+'ormation well written.
on t h e whole is well written.
r.lear.

Th e researnh material
Statements are usually

Researr.h set up and data are un derstandable

"'111111
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and the prose is good.
Personal interest and revision of" ideas.

The

opportunity to explore a partinular topin of" interest
is al ways welcome.

In t h is partinular problem there

was a real ·need to penetrate the haziness o-r ideas
gathered he r e and there in the acade~in course of"
events, to coller.t eno ugh reliable knowle d ge so that
well -rounded nonnlusions about the etiology of' f'eeblemindedness and especially moroninity nan be made.
EVALUATI ON OF STUDENT THESIS WRITING.

Involvement

in a group anademir. proness naturally leads to some
re-f'ler.tion and generalities about the situa t ion.

There

are some problems and proposed solutions.
Problems .

There aopears to be two handir.aps that

most sen i or students meet in tryin g to out out a worth
wh ile dissertation.

These are a l a ck of' researnh and

nlinical experienr.e and a lank of" supervi s ion.
Lack o-r experience.

As was DOinted out in the

disadvantages o-r this partinular thesis topin, considerable personal nontant with t h e research meth ods
and with t h e actual clinical cases 1s really necessary
bef"ore one can fully evaluate research material or gain
an interpretive bank ground greater than t h e ordinary
reader.

'

~
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Lank o~ supervisi0n.

While it is to be uresumed

that one has an advisor it seems unlikely that under
the present system the student gathers munh more than
a ~ew "tips" on where to ~ind material and some ideas
on how to organize his p a rtinular toDin.
is all that the sta~~ man has time ~or.
the student is on his own.
the library.

That really
Essentially

He ~launders about in

Whether he learns mur.h about evaluating,

orga nizing and presenting medir.al literature on his

own 1s problematinal.
Solutions.

There are two, the graduate snhool

aporo e nh and dirent instrur.tion in evaluating and
presenting literature.
Graduate snhool approanh.

These de~ents in ap-

proanh to the problem nould be remedied by a nourse
o~ training or apprentinesh ip wh ir.h norrel a.ted the
known ~ants with researnh going on and with the neneisary amount o~ nlininal material.

This to be ~ollowed

by some antual researnh o~ limited snone done by the
student under supervision.

Th en he would be in posi-

tion to write a thesis o~ some signi~inanne.
This o~ course brings up the problem o~ the worthwhileness o~ nutting out a t h esis on a tooin by a
medinal snhool senior who usually has no opportunity
~or graduate tyne work on his dissertat i on.

It surely
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cannot be noncluded that, unless he does some antual
researnh, that he will contribute anything new to the
field.

It seems unlikely that his analysis and r~view

of the literature will be very unique and I doubt that
his organization or the matter would produne any revolution in the nustomary nresentation of the problem .
It can be noncluded then that his work will orob ably
be of li l tle use to anyone exneut the man who houes to
get a quir.k resume of the literature on a topin from
a di gest by some student.
The aims of this proness must be then to permit
the student to acquire partinular knowledge on a restrinted topic, to learn how to review and present
litera t ure and to experlenne the labor involved in
producing a nresentable expression of information
gathered.

In view of the minor suoervision and t ~a

fact that even after his work 1s nomuleted there ls
little opportunity for a thorough nonstruntive critlnism and suggestions for improvement of his ability
in this type of effort, it aDpears that the student
gets mostly information and labor out of the situation.
Dirent instnuntion in evaluating and presenting
literature.

The alternate solution arises, nan stud-

ents be stimulated to extensive reading in a topic

~
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they are interested in by other methods than thesls
writing?

Can the ability to analyze and evaluate

artir.les and books and to express the knowledge and
opinion gained be better developed by an organized
r.lass and laboratory r.ourse led by a master in the
~ield, t h an by the present aooroar.h,

The experienr.e

o~ other groups on this matter should be looked into
and i~ it is ~ound that t here is no r.onr.lusive opinion,
as I suspent, I t h ink that~ experimental Ero~E

~

how to read and evaluate medir.al publir.ations ~nd

.h.2!

to write and present ~ers should be ~ormulated.

~
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